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This dissertation investigates novel middleware mechanisms for building streaming applications. Developing streaming applications is a challenging task because (i) they are continuous in nature; (ii) they require efficient transport of data from/to distributed sources and sinks; (iii) they need access to heterogeneous resources spanning sensor networks and high performance computing; and (iv) they are time critical in nature.

One common characteristic of these applications is data fusion. I present a novel programming abstraction, called DFuse, that makes it easier to develop fusion applications. The application program is specified as a dataflow graph with fusion points. DFuse middleware instantiates the graph on distributed resources and subsumes issues inherent in distributed programming - such as failures, partial fusion, buffer management, and synchronization. Through experiments, I demonstrate that DFuse API implementation has reasonable overhead.

I also address the challenges involved in allocating high performance computing resources for these applications. The scheduling framework consists of a heuristic algorithm, called Streamline, for placement of streaming application dataflow graph on HPC resources. I demonstrate the performance benefits of Streamline in a controlled environment through simulation as well as in wide area environment using Planetlab. Also I demonstrate that the scheduling algorithm can be implemented as a grid service and be deployed in wide area environment.

While Streamline does the placement for such streaming applications well, the application dynamics may result in the computation and communication characteristics of the application changing over time. I present a Distributed Scheduling heuristic
and a Periodic Streamline algorithm to address the limitations of Static Streamline algorithm. The performance of Distributed Algorithm is compared with Periodic Streamline and Static Streamline. Through micro measurements, I show that the Distributed Algorithm performs close to Periodic Streamline and 6x better than Static Streamline under dynamic resource availability. Through scalability study, I also show that the Distributed Algorithm performs close (within 5%) to Periodic Streamline algorithm with much less (7.5x less) overhead.

Finally, using a case study of such data streaming and ubiquitous application and the experience gained via building it, we propose a taxonomy of ubiquitous computing stack called UbiqStack. UbiqStack consists of five orthogonal functionalities of most commonly occurring subsystems for ubiquitous applications. Through the lens of the UbiqStack taxonomy, we survey a variety of subsystems designed to be the building blocks from which sophisticated infrastructures for ubiquitous computing can be assembled.

In summary, I develop Fusion Channel programming abstraction that makes it easier for domain experts to build data streaming applications. An application only needs to specify the input and output connections to fusion channels, and the fusion functions. The subsystems developed in this dissertation take care of instantiating an application, allocating resources for the application (via scheduling heuristics) and dynamically managing the resources (via dynamic scheduling). Through performance evaluation, I demonstrate that the resources are allocated efficiently to optimize the throughput and latency constraints of an application. Through extensive micro measurements and scalability studies, I have established my thesis: “An intuitive programming abstraction will make it easier to build dynamic, distributed, and ubiquitous data streaming applications. Moreover, such an abstraction will enable an efficient allocation of shared and heterogeneous computational resources thereby making it easier for domain experts to build these applications.”
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Advances in sensing, computing, and communication infrastructure is paving the way for many demanding applications. Environment monitoring, distributed surveillance, disaster response, and traffic monitoring are all examples of such applications. These applications in their full form are capable of stressing the computing and communication infrastructures to their limit. For instance, in a real-time distributed surveillance application, the data may be captured through distributed cameras and be processed, aggregated in the sensor network before being communicated by designated sensor nodes to high performance computing (HPC) resources for heavy duty processing. These applications require access to resource continuum shown in Figure 1.

Streaming applications, as we refer to such applications, are typically represented as a coarse-grain dataflow service graph, wherein the nodes represent increasing sophistication of computational services that may need to be performed on the data stream to facilitate the extraction of high-level information. Consider for example, a video-based surveillance application. The compute intensive part may analyze multiple camera feeds from a region to extract higher level information such as “motion”, “presence or absence of a particular face”, or “presence or absence of any kind of suspicious activity”. These applications have the following characteristics: (i) they are continuous in nature; (ii) they require efficient transport of data from/to distributed sources/sinks; (iii) they need access to resource continuum spanning sensor network and HPC resources; and (iv) they require efficient use of available resources to carry out compute-intensive tasks in a timely manner.

One interesting aspect of this emerging class of streaming applications is that they
are ubiquitous and dynamic. The application dynamism may result in the computation and communication characteristics of an application changing over time. Even the dataflow graph of the application could change depending on the result of the computation with the addition and deletion of new stages to the pipeline.

![Resource Continuum](image)

**Figure 1:** Resource Continuum

### 1.1 Problem Statement

As a case study of such data streaming and ubiquitous applications, I contributed to the development of a software intercom that allows users throughout a home to communicate through walls and floors as if they were in the same room. Using the experience gained during this system development and by analyzing existing technologies at the time, we came up with a taxonomy of ubiquitous computing software stack called UbiqStack [61]. UbiqStack consists of five orthogonal functionalities of most commonly occurring subsystems for ubiquitous applications. These include Registration and Discovery, Service and Subscription, Data Storage and Streaming, Computation Sharing, and Context Management. Out of these five functionalities, the focus of this dissertation is on Computation Sharing. Computation Sharing allows a
running application to make use of remote computational resources on demand. For example, a surveillance application running on a sensor network may decide to offload complicated vision tracking components onto more capable high performance computing resources (HPC) available in the ubiquitous computing infrastructure. However, facilitating Computation Sharing is a challenging task because of all the application characteristics mentioned previously. Moreover, distributed nature of these applications present additional issues (such as failure handling, buffer management, and synchronization) that are inherent in distributed programming.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2:** My Research Contributions (boxes highlighted in green)

My thesis is the following:

An intuitive programming abstraction will make it easier to build *dynamic*, *distributed*, and *ubiquitous* data streaming applications. Moreover, such an abstraction will enable an efficient allocation of *shared* and *heterogeneous* computational resources thereby making it easier for domain experts to build these applications.

Figure 2 shows the research contributions of this dissertation in support of the
thesis statement.

1.2 Contributions of this Dissertation

1. **DFuse Abstraction**: I identify the need for a uniform programming abstraction that hides the complexity of distributed programming and the underlying hardware while providing flexibility to develop various data streaming application. One common requirement for streaming application is data fusion, whereby, data from multiple input sources is fused together to derive higher level information. We present a uniform programming abstraction called DFuse\([52, 69]\). My contribution in DFuse is the design, implementation, and evaluation of the DFuse APIs. Using the DFuse APIs, application programmers need to only implement the fusion functions and provide the dataflow graph (the relationships of fusion functions to one another). The fusion API in the DFuse architecture subsumes issues such as data synchronization and buffer management. The API allows any synthesis operation on stream data to be specified as a fusion function, ranging from simple aggregation (such as min, max, sum, or concatenation) to more complex perception tasks (such as analyzing a sequence of video images). Through micro-benchmark of the primitives provided by the fusion API on an IPAQ farm, I demonstrate that DFuse API implementation has reasonable overhead. For operations on remote nodes, API overhead is less than 74.5% of the ideal cost. For operations with more than 20ms observed latency, API overhead is less than 53.8% of the ideal cost. API overhead is further reduced when we take into account various optimizations (such as pre-fetching, partial fusion, and data caching) that are implemented in DFuse. DFuse Implementation is used to evaluate various role assignment heuristics in sensor network. For example, we show that a distributed role assignment algorithm increases the application lifetime by 110% (by optimizing
power consumption) compared to static placement of the fusion functions.

2. **Streamline**: I design runtime mechanisms for the placement of streaming application dataflow graph on high performance computing resources. Grid computing offers the ability to harness the ambient HPC resources for a compute intensive problem. Most of the existing grid schedulers [19, 12, 79] focus on allocating resources for batch-oriented applications. While there have been efforts to expand the reach of the grid to support interactive [78] and streaming applications [21, 90], the resource management infrastructure available in the grid is largely geared to support batch-oriented applications. I develop a scheduling algorithm, called Streamline [8, 9], for allocating high performance computing resources for streaming applications. Streamline takes into account the following things in its scheduling decision: (a) computation and communication requirements of the various stages of the dataflow graph, (b) any application-specified constraints, and (c) current resource (processing and bandwidth) availability. The output of the scheduling heuristic is a placement of the stages of the pipeline on the available HPC resources such that the latency and throughput of the application are optimized. The performance of Streamline is compared with an Optimal placement, Simulated Annealing (SA) approximation to Optimal Placement, and E-Condor - a streaming grid scheduler I develop using Condor. Through extensive experiments, I show that Streamline performs close to Optimal and Simulated Annealing (within 1%), and is better than E-Condor by nearly an order of magnitude when there is non-uniform CPU resource availability, and by a factor of four when there is non-uniform bandwidth availability. Through scalability studies I show that Streamline is more effective than E-Condor in handling large dataflow graphs, and performs close to Simulated Annealing algorithms, with much smaller (by a factor of 1000) scheduling overhead.
3. **Scheduling in wide area environment:** In order to demonstrate the usefulness of Streamline scheduler in a wide area environment, I implement Streamline as a grid service in Globus Toolkit [35, 34] and evaluate the schedule generated by Streamline using Planetlab [68] resources. Planetlab provides a shared platform for distributed experiments, therefore, the resource availability is highly variable. I demonstrate that Streamline can be implemented as a grid service facilitating the allocation of resources and launch of streaming applications from a high level specification. Further, the experiments on Planetlab use real resource availability information by contacting various other grid services configured on each machine. The experimental results confirm that the schedule generated by Streamline is close to optimal placement (proxied by the Simulated Annealing algorithm) under real workload and in shared wide area environment.

4. **Dynamic Scheduling:** I address the dynamism inherent in scheduling data streaming applications. As demonstrated by experiments, Streamline does a good job for initial placement of streaming application dataflow graph on HPC resources. However, the dynamism in resource availability may result in streamline placement producing sub-optimal results over time. Therefore, I design and implement a periodic rescheduling algorithm using Streamline. I also present a Distributed Algorithm where each node of the dataflow graph independently makes its scheduling decision based on local information. The infrastructure consists of a programming primitive that facilitates dataflow graph migration, scheduling algorithm (Periodic Streamline and Distributed Algorithm), and architecture for failure handling. Through micro measurements, I show that the Distributed Algorithm performs close to Periodic Streamline and 6x better than Static Streamline under dynamic resource availability. Through scalability study, I also show that the Distributed Algorithm performs close to Periodic Streamline algorithm (within 5%) with much less (7.5x less) overhead.
5. **UbiqStack**: The programming abstractions and scheduling algorithms developed as part of this dissertation facilitate computation sharing and makes it easier to build data streaming applications. I also present all the components of UbiqStack that acts as a lens through which one can look at various systems for building ubiquitous data streaming applications.

Although I evaluate the scheduling algorithms in the context of Grid Computing, the system architecture and the algorithms are equally applicable in recent “Cloud Computing” model. Cloud Computing allows creation of customized virtual machine environments on top of physical infrastructure [11, 85]. The Cloud Providers allow the users to setup and customize the execution environment according to their application needs. Scheduling work in Cloud Computing [28] has focused on allocating virtual machines in a distributed and shared hosting environment provided by resource providers. My work is complementary and can be used by cloud providers to provision resources especially for data streaming applications.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I describe some example applications that motivate this work. In Chapter 3, I describe the DFuse programming abstraction. I also describe the key results from the role assignment heuristics for completeness. In chapter 4, I describe the Streamline heuristic for mapping streaming application dataflow graph to HPC resources. Chapter 5 describes my experience in building Streamline as a Grid service and using it in a wide area environment. Chapter 6 presents the system architecture and evaluation of the dynamic scheduling algorithm. Although this dissertation focuses on facilitating Computation Sharing, I describe all the components of UbiqStack in detail in chapter 7. Finally, I present conclusions in Chapter 8.
I present four representative applications to motivate this work. (i) Video based surveillance; (ii) A Real-time Traffic Monitoring application that requires continuous processing of traffic data; (iii) A Distributed Vehicle Tracking application that requires selective processing of data streams in order to track a suspicious vehicle in a timely manner; and (iv) A social computing application that provides recommendations based on location information derived from real-time audio and video analysis.

2.1 Video Based Surveillance

Video-based surveillance systems are used to monitor and identify “interesting events” under various scenarios. The events of interest depend on the target application for which surveillance is used. Consider for instance a threat identification and reduction scenario. In this scenario, cameras are deployed in a distributed fashion; the images from the cameras are filtered and fused together to extract higher level information such as “motion”, “presence or absence of a human face”, “presence or absence of any kind of suspicious activity”. Security personnel can monitor these events and take appropriate action in real-time as soon as an event happens. With a large number of surveillance cameras, it becomes a more interesting issue. The key requirement for this application is that such an event should be discerned based on information collected from possibly thousands of cameras in real-time. Moreover, processing the video streams requires applying various compute-intensive vision processing algorithms on combination (fusion) of data streams. The real-time, compute-intensive, and distributed nature of the application make it quite challenging to build.
2.1.1 Real-time Traffic Monitoring

Monitoring, aggregating, and processing real-time traffic information has many uses including congestion control, route planning, trip time estimation and vehicle tracking. These applications, when integrated into the transportation systems infrastructure, have the potential to improve safety and enhance productivity [4]. With the advances in sensor technologies, it is now possible to capture the real-time traffic information 24 hours a day 7 days a week [3, 1]. Even the vehicles on road can serve as data collectors and anonymously transmit traffic and road condition information from every major road within the transportation network. Such information, when analyzed in real-time, can help in implementing active strategies to relieve traffic congestion. For instance, real-time traffic information can be used to find alternate routes in case of congestion or accidents and locate fuel efficient routes in order to save money.

Because of the large volume and time-critical nature of the data involved, the information needs to be processed in real-time. Moreover, the relevance of the data decays with time. Traffic conditions change very frequently and hence decision making, such as alternate route planning, depends on the most recent data. The compute intensive part of an alternate route planning application may consist of various services such as (i) image producer: for transporting data from distributed cameras to grid, (ii) background model: for creating a background model from the images, (iii) traffic density service: for estimating traffic density, and (iv) trip time prediction service: for predicting the trip time based on current traffic density and a map of the area. The compute intensive service graph of the application needs to be mapped, composed, and managed by a resource management system.
2.1.2 Distributed Vehicle Tracking

In this application, we consider the collaborative and selective use of data sources in order to track the trajectory of a particular vehicle. The system model consists of multiple cameras in the environment used to locate, track, and predict the trajectory of a suspicious vehicle. The application can assist in automatic tracking of suspicious vehicle, clearing traffic on the projected trajectory of the vehicle during high-speed chases thereby reducing traffic fatalities, and help with establishing road blocks at strategic points to bring the high speed chase to an early end. Figure 3 shows the system model for this application scenario. Each camera may launch computation on ambient HPC resources to predict the potential trajectory.

The prediction computation consists of a dataflow graph as shown in Figure 4. The camera are digitized, and processed by motion detector to identify moving vehicles; speed detector to identify speed of the vehicle; and target detector to discover a suspicious vehicle. The prediction module takes input from speed detector, target detector, and the present traffic condition in order to predict the trajectory of the vehicle. The prediction computation provides probabilities associated with different
trajectories a vehicle may take. These probabilities determine the relative importance of computation being launched on HPC resources by different data sources.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4:** Dataflow Graph for Vehicle Tracking Application

The following characteristics distinguish this application: 

(i) Each computation has an associated deadline (time window) within which it must be completed. This deadline changes as recent data related to the vehicle is analyzed resulting in updated travel time estimates of the vehicle; 

(ii) Depending on the results of an earlier computation, later computations may be dropped; and 

(iii) each computation has different priority and the priorities change over time. Because of the large number of data sources involved, it is infeasible, often unnecessary, to process all data. Therefore, the resource management system should take into account the relative importance of the data and computation in its scheduling decisions.

### 2.1.3 Social Computing

Imagine a social service that can identify where your friends are and what they are doing based on audio and video feeds from multiple sources. Combining friends’ location and activity data with their social graph contained in today’s social networking sites such as Facebook lead to some very interesting applications. For instance, based on the analysis of video and audio streams coming from a person’s social circle, a social computing service can notify you about your friends that are near your current
location without any active input from anyone. The service may get help to a friend in danger sooner by automatically identifying a threat scenario (as described in the first application). It can also help reduce money transfer scams that rely on scammer impersonating your friend and providing misleading information about their location. Some of these features can be supported by the current social networking sites with active location inputs from the users; however inferring context information based on audio and video analysis will provide additional value to the users.

Building such applications is challenging because it requires combining dynamic real-time data (from audio and video streams) with the slowly changing data represented by a person’s social graph. In addition, the data volume that needs to be analyzed is huge. Facebook has 400M monthly active users now[2], and even if 0.1% of those users use such a service, it would mean analyzing 400K audio and video streams in real-time continuously.

2.1.4 Common Requirements

In this subsection, we identify the common requirements across these applications and highlight the ones addressed by this dissertation.

**High Scalability**: The system should scale to large number of data streams and user queries. This necessarily means that the system should be designed to reduce infrastructure overload. In addition, the system should provide the required quality of service (throughput, response time) even in the presence of high load and high data volume.

**Heterogeneity and Extensibility**: With advances in sensing technologies, it has become possible to deploy different types of sensors on a large scale to derive actionable knowledge. There is also a need to use different types of sensors because a single sensing modality is often not sufficient to provide accurate situational knowledge.
Programming Abstraction: All the above example applications are inherently distributed. Building these applications is hard because of the challenges in distributed programming such as synchronization, buffer management, multi-threading, and performance. Moreover, the applications span multiple computer science disciplines and it is necessary to have common tools that would make building such applications easier.

Resource Management: Streaming vision processing applications are computationally demanding and need access to high performance computing resources. Resources need to be allocated and re-assigned dynamically based on observed output and application quality of service. Moreover, the resources may span multiple administrative domains and have different access policies. Harnessing these HPC resources efficiently is a key requirement of these applications.

Computation priority: As demonstrated in the distributed vehicle tracking application, different computations may have different priorities. The resource management system needs to consider these priorities in making run-time scheduling decisions.

One common characteristic of streaming applications is data fusion, whereby, data from multiple input sources is fused together to derive higher level information. For example, in a video-based surveillance application, data from multiple sources are fused in an application specific manner to identify interesting events. In this dissertation, I present a novel programming abstraction, called DFuse, for building these data fusion applications. The programming abstraction is extensible and addresses heterogeneity (by being programming language independent and supporting different kinds of data producers as well as data consumers). I also present a scalable architecture and algorithms for HPC resource management. I demonstrate that our resource management system automatically adapts under dynamic resource availability and application requirement changes. Considering computation priorities in
resource management is part of future work and not addressed in this dissertation.

Throughout the remaining chapters, I use distributed surveillance as the canonical example application in order to keep the discussion focused.
CHAPTER III

DFUSE PROGRAMMING ABSTRACTION

Developing streaming applications is challenging due to real-time application requirements as well as heterogeneity in resources spanning sensor network and HPC Clusters. Therefore, the first requirement is a uniform programming abstraction that hides the complexity of distributed programming and the underlying hardware while providing the flexibility to instantiate complex streaming application dataflow graphs.

In this chapter, I describe the DFuse programming abstraction that is designed to ease fusion application development. One common requirement for streaming applications is data fusion, whereby, data from multiple input sources is fused together to derive higher level information. The input source to a fusion function may be derived from the output of another fusion function; thereby forming a fusion function hierarchy.

Developing fusion applications is challenging in general because of the time-sensitive nature of the fusion operation, and the need for synchronization of the data from multiple streams. Since the applications are inherently distributed, they are typically implemented via distributed threads that perform fusion in a hierarchical manner. Thus, the application programmer has to deal with thread management, data synchronization, buffer handling, and exceptions (such as time-outs while waiting for input data for a fusion function) - all in a distributed fashion.

We have developed DFuse\[52, 69\], an architecture for programming fusion applications. Using the DFuse framework, application programmers need only implement the fusion functions and provide the dataflow graph (the relationships of fusion functions
to one another, as shown in Figure 5). The fusion API in the DFuse architecture sub-
sumes issues such as data synchronization and buffer management that are inherent in distributed programming.

DFuse [52, 69] has been implemented and evaluated in the context of wireless ad
hoc sensor network, but the design of the fusion APIs is general and applicable for
any platform.

My main contributions in DFuse work are the design, implementation, and eval-
uation of the programming abstractions provided by DFuse. They are summarized
below.

1. **Fusion API**: I design and implement a rich API that affords programming ease
for developing complex data fusion applications. The API allows any synthesis
operation on stream data to be specified as a fusion function, ranging from
simple aggregation (such as min, max, sum, or concatenation) to more complex
perception tasks (such as analyzing a sequence of video images). This is in
contrast to current in-network aggregation approaches [57, 45, 42] that allow
only limited types of aggregation operations as fusion functions.

2. **Fusion application development made easy**: DFuse allows the application
to be represented simply as a set of fusion functions and their relationships to
one another. Application writers do not have to worry about issues like data
synchronization among fusion functions or mapping the fusion functions on to
the network.

3. **Quantitative evaluation of the DFuse framework**: The evaluation in-
cludes micro-benchmarks of the primitives provided by the fusion API as well
as measurement of the data transport in a tracker application.

In addition, DFuse has been used to evaluate various role assignment heuristics
for placement of fusion functions in wireless ad hoc sensor network (WASN). The
main contributions (made by my colleagues using the DFuse framework with my collaboration) from that evaluation are as follows.

1. Distributed algorithm for deploying fusion points: An optimal placement is a mapping from the application fusion graph to the network nodes such that in-network traffic is minimized. We have developed a heuristic-based distributed algorithm for finding a good role assignment. The algorithm also accounts for dynamic changes in the WASN such as changes in the relative power levels of the nodes as well as node failures.

2. Evaluation of role assignment algorithms: Using an implementation of the fusion API on a wireless iPAQ farm coupled with an event-driven engine that simulates the WASN, we quantify the ability of the distributed algorithm to increase the longevity of the network with a given power budget of the nodes. For example, we show that the proposed role assignment algorithm increases the network lifetime by 110% compared to static placement of the fusion functions.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 highlights the application context and the requirements. Section 3.2 analyzes fusion application requirements and presents the DFuse architecture. In Section 3.3, I describe how DFuse supports distributed data fusion. This is followed by the implementation details of the framework in Section 3.5 and its evaluation in Section 3.6. I also describe and summarize the key results from the role assignment heuristics in Section 3.4 for completeness. I then compare the framework with other existing and ongoing efforts in Section 3.8 and conclude with a summary of DFuse framework contributions in Section 3.9.

3.1 Application Context and Requirements

A fusion application has the following characteristics: (i) it is continuous in nature, (ii) it requires efficient transport of data from/to distributed sources/sinks, and (iii)
it requires efficient in-network processing of application-specified fusion functions. A data source may be a sensor (e.g., camera) or a stand-alone program; a data sink represents an end consumer and includes a human in the loop, an actuator (e.g., fire alarm), an application (e.g., data logger), or an output device such as a display; a fusion function transform the data streams (including aggregation of separate streams into a composite one) en route to the sinks. Thus, a fusion application is a directed task graph: the vertices are the fusion functions, and the edges represent the data flow (i.e., producer-consumer relationships) among the fusion points (cycles - if any - represent feedback in the task graph).

This formulation of the fusion application has a nice generality. It may be an application in its own right (e.g., video based surveillance). It allows hierarchically composing a bigger application (e.g., emergency response) wherein each component may itself be a fusion application (e.g., image processing of videos from traffic cameras). It allows query processing by overlaying a specific query (e.g., “show a composite video of all the traffic at the spaghetti junction”) on to the task graph.

Consider for example, a video-based surveillance application. Cameras are deployed in a distributed fashion; the images from the cameras are filtered in some application-specific manner, and fused together in a form that makes it easy for an end user (human or some program) to monitor the area. The compute intensive part may analyze multiple camera feeds from a region to extract higher level information such as “motion”, “presence or absence of a human face”, or “presence or absence of any kind of suspicious activity”. Figure 5 shows the task graph for this example application, in which filter and collage are fusion functions that transform input streams into output streams in an application specified manner. The fusion functions may result in contraction or expansion of data flows in the network. For example, the filter function selects images with some interesting properties (e.g., rapidly changing scene), and sends the compressed image data to the collage function. Thus, the filter
function is an example of a fusion point that does data contraction. The collage function uncompresses the images coming from possibly different locations. It combines these images and sends the composite image to the root (sink) for further processing. Thus, the collage function represents a fusion point that may do data expansion.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5:** An example tracking application that uses distributed data fusion. Here, *filter* and *collage* are the two fusion points taking inputs from the cameras, and the face recognition algorithm is running at the end device. The numbers on edges of the figure show relative (expected) transmission rates of data sources and the fusion functions.

### 3.1.1 Architectural Assumptions

We have designed the DFuse architecture to cater to the evolving application needs and emerging technology trends. I made some basic assumptions about the execution environment in the design of DFuse APIs:

- The application level input to the architecture are:
  
  1. an application task graph consisting of the data flows and relationship among the fusion functions
  2. the code for the fusion functions (currently supported as C program binaries)
For completeness, I list here all the assumptions that were made for role assignment heuristics.

1. The application also provides a cost function that formalizes some application quality metric for the sensor network (e.g., keep the average node energy in the network the same).

2. The task graph has to be mapped over a large geographical area. In the ensuing overlay of the task graph on to the real network, some nodes may serve as relays while others may perform the application-specified fusion operations.

3. The fusion functions may be placed anywhere in the sensor network as long as the cost function is satisfied.

4. All source nodes are reachable from the sink nodes.

5. Every node has a routing layer that allows each node to determine the route to any other node in the network. This is in sharp contrast to most current day sensor networks that support all-to-sink style routing. However, the size of the routing table in every node is only proportional to the size of the application task graph (to facilitate any network node in the ensuing overlay to communicate with other nodes hosting fusion functions) and not the physical size of the network.

6. The routing layer exposes information (such as hop-count to a given destination) that is needed for making mapping decisions in the DFuse architecture.

### 3.2 DFuse Architecture Components

Figure 6(A) shows the components of the DFuse architecture. There are two components to this architecture: fusion module, and placement module. Fusion module is
From an application perspective, there are two main concerns:

1. How do we develop the fusion application? The fusion code itself (e.g., “motion detection” over a number of incoming video streams and producing a digest) is in the purview of the application developer. However, there are a number of systems issues that have to be dealt with before a fusion operation can be carried out at a given node including: (i) providing the “plumbing” from the sources to the fusion point; (ii) ensuring that all the inputs are available; (iii) managing the node resources (CPU and memory) to enhance performance, and (iv) error and failure handling when some sources are non-responsive. I have designed a fusion module with a rich API that deals with all of the above issues. I describe this module in Section 3.3.

2. How do we generate an overlay of the task graph on to the sensor network? As we mentioned earlier, some nodes in the overlay will act as relays and some will act as fusion points. Since the application is dynamic (sources/sinks may join/leave as dictated by the application, new tasks may be created, etc.), and the physical network is dynamic (sources/sink may fail, intermediate nodes may run out of energy, etc.) this mapping is not a one-time job. After an initial mapping re-evaluation of the mapping (triggered by changes in the application or the physical infrastructure) will lead to new assignment and re-assignment of the nodes and the roles they play (relay vs. fusion). We have designed a placement module that embodies a role assignment algorithm that deals with the above issues. This work was primarily done by others and I summarize it in Section 3.4 for completeness.
3.3 Fusion Module

DFuse provides a package of high-level abstractions for supporting fusion operations in stream-oriented environments. This package, called Fusion Channels, is conceptually language and platform independent.

The Fusion Channels package aims to simplify the application of programmer-supplied transformations to correlated sets of input items from sequenced input streams, producing a (possibly shared) output stream of “fused items”. It does this by providing a high-level API for creating, modifying, and manipulating fusion points that subsumes certain recurring concerns (failure, latency, buffer management, prefetching, mobility, sharing, concurrency, etc.) common to fusion environments. Only a subset of the capabilities in the Fusion Channels package are currently used by DFuse. Figure 6(B) shows the internal structure of the fusion module. The capabilities of fusion API are described in the following subsections.

Figure 6: (A) DFuse architecture - a high-level view. (B) Fusion module components.
### 3.3.1 Structure management

This category of capabilities primarily handles “plumbing” issues. The fundamental abstraction in DFuse that encapsulates the fusion function is called a *fusion channel*. A fusion channel is a named, global entity that abstracts a set of inputs and encapsulates a programmer-supplied fusion function. Inputs to a fusion channel may come from the node that hosts the channel or from a remote node. Item fusion is automatic and is performed according to a programmer-specified policy either on request (demand-driven, lazy, pull model) or when input data is available (data-driven, eager, push model). Items are fused and accessed by timestamp (usually the capture time of the incoming data items). An application can request an item with a particular timestamp or by supplying some wildcard specifiers supported by the API (such as earliest item, latest item). Requests can be blocking or non-blocking. To accommodate failure and late arriving data, requests can include a minimum number of inputs required and a timeout interval. Fusion channels have a fixed capacity specified at creation time. Finally, inputs to a fusion channel can themselves be fusion channels, creating fusion networks or pipelines. Using a standard or programmer-supplied protocol, a fusion channel may be migrated on demand to another node of the network. This feature is essential for supporting the role assignment functionality of the placement module. Upon request from an application, the state of the fusion channel is packaged and moved to the desired destination node by the fusion module. The fusion module handles request forwarding for channels that have been migrated.

- Structure Management APIs

  ```python
  channel = createFC(inputs, fusion_function)
  result = destroyFC(channel)
  channel_connection = attachFC(channel)
  result = detachFC(channel_connection)
  ```
CreateFC, destroyFC, attachFC, detachFC APIs allow for fusion channel creation, destruction, attachment, and detachment respectively. An application typically creates a fusion channel so that any node in the dataflow graph can subsequently attach to it for performing I/O operations. The get/PutFCItem APIs allow the application to perform I/O operations on the channel. The consumeFCItem APIs allows the application to specify certain items as consumed so that they can be removed from the system by a garbage collection algorithm. The next set of APIs (addFCInput, removeFCInput) supports dynamic configuration of a fusion function by adding or removing inputs to the channel. The final set of structure management APIs (getFCLocation, MoveFC) supports fusion point migration from one location to another driven by the application.

3.3.2 Correlation control

This category of capabilities primarily handles specification and collection of "correlation sets" (related input items supplied to the fusion function). Fusion requires identification of a set of correlated input items. A simple scheme is to collect input items with identical application-specified sequence numbers or virtual timestamps (which may or may not map to real-time depending on the application). Fusion functions may declare whether they accept a variable number of inputs and, if so, indicate
bounds on the correlation set size. Correlation may involve collecting several items from each input (for example, a time-series of data items from a given input). Correlation may specify a given number of inputs or correlate all arriving items within a given time interval. Most generally, correlation can be characterized by two programmer-supplied predicates. The first determines if an arriving item should be added to the correlation set. The second determines if the collection phase should terminate, passing the current correlation set to the programmer-supplied fusion function.

- Correlation Control APIs

  ```
  params = get/setFCCorrelation(channel, correlation_params)
  ```

  params include:
  - min, max correlation set size
  - correlate by timestamp?
  - correlation ranges for temporal correlation (per input)
  - discard late items?
  - correlation predicates:
    - boolean addItemToCorrelationSet(channel, item, set)
    - boolean activateFusionFunction(channel, set)
  
  The get/setFCCorrelation APIs control how items are correlated to perform fusion operation. The min, max correlation set size parameter control partial fusion. For example, if the minimum number of inputs are available within a timeout period, the fusion module performs partial fusion on those inputs instead of waiting for all the inputs to arrive. Similarly, the max parameter controls the maximum number of inputs that can be fused together in a single fusion operation. Items could be fused based on timestamp or based on temporal correlation per input channel. Temporal correlation per input channel supports aggregations of data across a single input channel whereas correlation across channels is used to perform data fusion from multiple data sources.
The correlation parameters also control whether late arriving items can be discarded or added to subsequent fusion operation. Finally, addItemToCorrelationSet is used to add new items to correlation set and activateFusionFunction is used to activate the fusion function when sufficient number of input data items are available.

3.3.3 Memory Management

This category of capabilities primarily handles caching, prefetching, and buffer management. Typically, inputs are collected and fused (on-demand) when a fused item is requested. For scalable performance, input items are collected (requested) in parallel. Requests on fusion pipelines or trees initiate a series of recursive requests. To enhance performance, programmers may request items to be prefetched and cached in a prefetch buffer once inputs are available. An aggressive policyprefetches (requests) inputs on-demand from input fusion channels. Buffer management deals with sharing generated items with multiple potential consumers and determining when to reclaim cached items’ space.

- Caching, Prefetching, Buffer management APIs

\[
\text{size} = \text{get/setFCPrefusionBufferSize(channel)}
\]
\[
\text{policy} = \text{get/setFCFusionPolicy(channel, fusion\_policy)}
\]
\[
\text{policy} = \text{get/setFCPrefusionBufferExpiry(channel, expiry\_policy)}
\]

The get/setFCPrefusionBufferSize is used to control the buffer size of fusion channel. The get/setFCFusionPolicy control the fusion policy (on-demand or prefetching). The buffer expiry policy is controlled by the get/setFCFusionPolicy APIs. Items in the buffer can be expired on a timeout or based on more recent data arrival.

3.3.4 Failure/latency handling

This category of capabilities primarily allows the fusion points to perform partial fusion, i.e., fusion over an incomplete input correlation set. If data from all input
channels are not available within a specified timeout period, the application may still be able to function correctly by using partial fusion. For example, in a distributed surveillance application, multiple camera sources monitor the same environment. Therefore, it is not essential to get the data from all the input sources for making higher level inferences. Therefore, partial fusion deals with node failure and communication latency that are common, and often indistinguishable, in distributed networks. Fusion functions capable of accepting a variable number of input items may specify a timeout on the interval for correlation set collection. Late arriving items may be automatically discarded or included in subsequent correlation sets.

If the correlation set contains fewer items than needed by the fusion function, an error event occurs and a programmer-supplied error handler is activated. Error handlers and fusion functions may produce special error items as output to notify downstream consumers of errors. Fused items include meta-data indicating the inputs used to generate an item in the case of partial fusion. Applications may use the structure management API functions to remove the faulty input if necessary.

• Failure and Latency Handling APIs

\[
\text{timeout} = \text{get/setFCCorrelationTimeout}(\text{channel}, \text{timeout}) \\
\text{policy} = \text{get/setFCCorrelationTimeoutPolicy}(\text{channel}, \text{timeout}_\text{policy}) \\
\text{item} = \text{get/putFCErrorItem}(\text{channel}, \text{error}_\text{item})
\]

These APIs are used to control the timeout, timeout policy, and error handling. The timeout policy could specify that partial fusion can be used or it may specify dropping of available data items in case of timeout. It may also specify waiting for all the input items to be available before performing fusion. The error items are used to invoke programmer supplied error handler and notify consumers of the fusion channel.
3.3.5 Status and feedback handling

This category of capabilities primarily allows interaction between fusion functions and data sources such as sensors that supply status information and support a command set (for example, activating a sensor or altering its mode of operation - such devices are often a combination of a sensor and an actuator). We have observed that application-sensor interactions tend to mirror application-device interactions in operating systems. Sources such as sensors and intermediate fusion points report their status via a “status register”. Intermediate fusion points aggregate and report the status of their inputs along with the status of the fusion point itself via their respective status registers. Fusion points may poll this register or access its status. Similarly, sensors that support a command set (to alter sensor parameters or explicitly activate and deactivate) should be controllable via a “command” register. The specific command set is, of course, device specific but the general device driver analogy seems well-suited to control of sensor networks.

- Status and Feedback Handling APIs

```
status = get/putFCStatus(channel, status, include_inputs?)
command = get/putFCCommand(channel, command, propagate?)
```

These APIs are used by the fusion points to control the data sources and provide their status. Intermediate fusion points may be asked to include the status of their inputs as well thereby generating downstream calls to the API on their inputs. Similarly, a command (such as change camera resolution) can be propagated from an intermediate fusion point to all the data sources.

---

1 A register is a communication abstraction with processor register semantics. Updates overwrite existing values, and reads always return the current status.
3.3.6 Computation management

This category of capabilities primarily handles the specification, application, and migration of fusion functions. The fusion function is a programmer-supplied code block that takes as input a set of timestamp-correlated items and produces a fused item (with the same timestamp) as output. A fusion function is associated with the channel when created. It is possible to dynamically change the fusion function after channel creation, to modify the set of inputs, and to migrate the fusion point. Using a standard or programmer-supplied protocol, a fusion channel may be migrated on demand to another node of the network. This feature is essential for supporting the role assignment functionality of the placement module. Upon request from an application, the state of the fusion channel is packaged and moved to the desired destination node by the fusion module. The fusion module handles request forwarding for channels that have been migrated.

- Computation Management APIs

  function = get/setFCFunction(channel, fusion_function)
  handler = get/setFCEventHandler(channel, event, handler)
  source = get/setFCAasyncInput(channel, source)

  The above APIs are used to control the fusion functions associated with a channel and the action taken on various events. The setFCFunction API is used to change the fusion function associated with a channel at runtime or migrate a fusion point. Similarly, get/setFCEventHandler, and get/setFCAasyncInput APIs are used to control the input to the fusion channel and control the way fusion channel handle application specific events.
3.4 Placement Module

Other co-authors in D Fuse contributed to the design, implementation, and evaluation of placement module and various role assignment heuristics. I summarize it here for completeness.

The placement module is responsible for creating an overlay of the application task graph on to the physical network that best satisfies an application-specified cost function. A network node can play one of the three roles: end point (source or sink), relay, or fusion point. In our model, the end points are determined by the application. The placement module embodies a distributed role assignment algorithm that manages the overlay network, dynamically assigning fusion points to the available nodes in the network.

3.4.1 Placement Requirements in Wireless Ad-Hoc Sensor Network

The role assignment algorithm has to be aware of the following aspects of a Wireless Ad-hoc Sensor Network (WASN).

**Node Heterogeneity:** A given node may take on multiple roles. Some nodes may be resource rich compared to others. For example, a particular node may be connected to a permanent power supply. Clearly, such nodes should be given more priority for taking on transmission-intensive roles compared to others.

**Power Constraint:** A role assignment algorithm should minimize data communication since data transmission and reception expend more power than computation activities in wireless sensor networks [43]. Intuitively, since the overall communication cost is impacted by the location of data aggregators, the role assignment algorithm should seek to find a suitable placement for the fusion points that minimizes data communication.
Dynamic Behavior: There are two sources of dynamism in a WASN. First, the application may exhibit dynamism due to the physical movement of end points or change in the transmission profile. Second, there could be node failures due to environmental conditions or battery drain. So far as the placement module is concerned, these two conditions are equivalent. In either case, the algorithm needs to find a new mapping of the task graph onto the available network nodes.

Our heuristic is based on a simple idea: first perform a naive assignment of roles to the network nodes, and then allow every node to decide locally if it wants to transfer the role to any of its neighbors. Upon completion of the naive assignment phase, a second phase of role transfer begins. A node hosting any fusion point role, checks if one of its neighbor nodes can host that role better using a cost function to determine the “goodness” of hosting a particular role. If a better node is found then a role transfer is initiated. Since all decisions are taken locally, every node needs to know only as much information as is required for determining the goodness of hosting a given role for a given application task graph. For example, if the cost function is based upon the remaining power level at the host, every node needs to know only its own power level. For further details on the role assignment algorithms, please refer to DFuse [52, 69].

3.5 Implementation

DFuse is implemented as a multi-threaded runtime system, assuming infrastructure support for timestamping data produced from different sensors, and a reliable transport layer for moving data through the network. Multi-threading the runtime system enhances opportunities for parallelism in data collection and fusion function execution for streaming tasks. The infrastructural assumptions can be satisfied in various ways. As we mentioned earlier, the timestamps associated with the data can be virtual or real. Virtual timestamping has several advantages, the most important of which is
the fact that the timestamp can serve as a vehicle for propagating the causality be-
tween raw and processed data from a given sensor. Besides, virtual timestamps allows
an application to choose the granularity of real-time interval for chunking streaming
data. Further, the runtime overhead is minimized since there is no requirement for
global clock synchronization, making virtual time synchrony attractive.

Assuming above infrastructure support, implementing DFuse consists of implement-
ing a multi-threaded architecture for the fusion module that supports the basic
fusion API calls (Section 3.3), and the other associated optimizations such as prefetch-
ing.

The infrastructural requirements are met by a programming system called Stam-
pede [65, 7]. A Stampede program consists of a dynamic collection of threads commu-
nicating timestamped data items through channels. Stampede also provides registers
with full/empty synchronization semantics for inter-thread signaling and event no-
tification. The threads, channels, and registers can be launched anywhere in the
distributed system, and the runtime system takes care of automatically garbage col-
lecting the space associated with obsolete items from the channels.

3.5.1 Data Fusion Module

I have implemented the fusion architecture in C as a layer on top of the Stampede
runtime system. All the buffers (input buffers, fusion buffer, and prefetch buffer)
are implemented as Stampede channels. Since Stampede channels hold timestamped
items, it is a straightforward mapping of the fusion attribute to the timestamp as-
associated with a channel item. The Status and Command registers of the fusion
architecture are implemented using the Stampede register abstraction. In addition to
these Stampede channels and registers that have a direct relationship to the elements
of the fusion architecture, the implementation uses additional Stampede channels and
threads. For instance, there are prefetch threads that gather items from the input
buffers, fuse them, and place them in the prefetch buffer for potential future requests. This feature allows latency hiding but comes at the cost of potentially wasted network bandwidth and hence energy (if the fused item is never used). Although this feature can be turned off, we leave it on in our evaluation and ensure that no such wasteful communication occurs. Similarly, there is a Stampede channel that stores requests that are currently being processed by the fusion architecture to eliminate duplication of work.

The createFC call from an application thread results in the creation of all the above Stampede abstractions in the address space where the creating thread resides. An application can create any number of fusion channels (modulo system limits) in any of the nodes of the distributed system. An attachFC call from an application thread results in the application thread being connected to the specified fusion channel for getting fused data items. For efficient implementation of the getFCItem call, a pool of worker threads is created in each node of the distributed system at application startup. These worker threads are used to satisfy getFCItem requests for fusion channels created at this node. Since data may have to be fetched from a number of input buffers to satisfy the getFCItem request, one worker thread is assigned to each input buffer to increase the parallelism for fetching the data items. Once fetching is complete, the worker thread rejoins the pool of free threads. The worker thread to fetch the last of the requisite input items invokes the fusion function and puts the resulting fused item in the fusion buffer. This implementation is performance-conscious in two ways: first, there is no duplication of fusion work for the same fused item from multiple requesters; second, fusion work itself is parallelized at each node through the worker threads.

The duration to wait on an input buffer for a data item to be available is specified via a policy flag to the getFCItem. For example, if try_for_time_delta policy is specified, then the worker thread will wait for time delta on the input buffer. On the other
hand, if \textit{block} policy is specified, the worker thread will wait on the input buffer until the data item is available. The implementation also supports \textit{partial fusion} in case some of the worker threads return with an error code during fetch of an item. Taking care of failures through partial fusion is a very crucial component of the module since failures and delays can be common in wide area distributed systems.

As we mentioned earlier, Stampede does automatic reclamation of storage space of data items in channels. Stampede garbage collection uses a global lower bound for timestamp values of interest to any of the application threads (which is derived from a per-thread state variable called thread virtual time). Our fusion architecture implementation leverages this feature for cleaning up the storage space in its internal data structures (which are built using Stampede abstractions).

\subsection*{3.5.2 Placement Module}

I briefly describe here the implementation of placement module for completeness. Stampede's runtime system sits on top of a reliable UDP layer in Linux. Therefore, there is no support for adaptive multi-hop ad hoc routing in the current implementation. Further, there is no support for gathering real health information of the nodes. For the purposes of evaluation, we have adopted a novel combined implementation/simulation approach. The fusion module is a real implementation on a farm of iPAQs as detailed in the previous subsection. The placement module is an event-driven simulation of the role assignment algorithm. It takes an application task graph and the network topology information as inputs, and generates an overlay network, wherein each node in the overlay is assigned a unique role of performing a fusion operation. It models the health of the sensor network nodes. It currently assumes an ideal routing layer (every node knows a route to every other node) and an ideal MAC layer (no contention). However, it should be clear that these assumptions are not inherent in the DFuse architecture; they are made only to simplify the simulator.
implementation and evaluation.

We have implemented an interface between the fusion module implementation and the placement module simulation. This interface facilitates (i) collecting the actual data rates of the sensor nodes experienced by the application running on the implementation and reporting them to the placement module simulation, and (ii) communicating to the fusion module (and effecting through the DFuse APIs) dynamic task graph instantiation, role changes based on the health of the nodes, and fusion channel migration.

3.6 Fusion API Performance Evaluation

We have performed an evaluation of the fusion and placement modules of the DFuse architecture at two different levels: micro-benchmarks to quantify the overhead of the primitive operations of the fusion API including channel creation, attachments/detachments, migration, and I/O; ability of the placement module to optimize the network given a cost function.

My primary contribution is in demonstrating that Fusion API has reasonable overhead and it performs better than a naive implementation that doesn’t provide the functionalities such as parallel data fetching. Also through scalability study, I show that the API overhead increases independent of data size as number of channels is increased (primarily because of parallel data fetching).

The DFuse framework is also evaluated in a Sensor Network environment. This work was primarily done by my colleagues. I summarize briefly the experimental results conducted on a set of IPAQs to demonstrate the benefits of Fusion APIs and role assignment algorithms in sensor network.

3.6.1 Micro Measurements

In this section, I report preliminary performance results of the fusion architecture. The experimental platform for this work is a cluster of SMP nodes running Linux.
The hardware consists of 17 Dell 8450 servers each with eight 550MHz Pentium III Xeon CPUs, 2MB of L2 cache per CPU and 4GB of memory per node. The 8450 uses the Intel ProFusion chipset which provides two 64-bit/100MHz system (front-side) busses, one for each bank of four CPUs. The nodes are interconnected with gigabit Ethernet through a dedicated switch. The operating system is Linux with the 2.4.9 kernel. The system scheduler in this kernel is oblivious to the 8450s split system bus. The compiler is GCC version 2.96 with optimization set to -O2.

I perform a set of micro measurements to quantify the overhead of the getFCItem API (which is built on top of Stampede) by comparing it to an implementation that performs the fusion directly using Stampede channels (i.e., without the fusion library).

Figure 7: Measuring the latency of getFCItem API

Figure 7 shows the setup for a series of micro experiments. A simple fusion application that spans two nodes is shown. A fusion channel is collocated with a consumer on Node 1. The inputs that need to be fused are produced on Node 0 by producer threads. The consumer calls fusion get to fuse the data items produced on Node 0. The latency for this operation is measured in this experiment.

Figure 8 describes a comparable experimental setup designed using Stampede channels only without the fusion library. This setup performs the exact same fusion application as in Figure 7. The main difference between the two experimental setups is that the fusion library implicitly uses thread parallelism for fetching the inputs for
fusion in Figure 7, whereas the straight Stampede implementation in Figure 8 naively uses a single thread that has to sequentially fetch all the inputs before fusing them. We conduct three micro measurements.

![Figure 8: Experiment setup without fusion library](image)

**Experiment 1:** In this experiment we wish to measure the overhead of the fusion architecture. We use only a single input. This helps us quantify the exact overhead of the fusion architecture that has been implemented on top of Stampede. We study the latency of the getFCItem call as a function of increasing data size. This is compared against the scenario in Figure 8 that is implemented without the fusion library. Figure 9 plots the latency in millisecond, against the data size (given in bytes). The latency when using the fusion library is little more than without it. The difference is also plotted in the same graph. For a data size of 1.28 MB, the fusion library adds an overhead of 1.7 millisecond which represents a 21% increase in latency over vanilla Stampede.

**Experiment 2:** In this experiment we wish to measure the performance advantage that the fusion library gives when there are multiple inputs that need to be fused. The main source of expected performance improvement is the thread parallelism used in the fusion library for fetching the inputs in parallel for fusion compared to the naive implementation. In this experiment we keep the data size constant (1 KB) and vary the number of input channels (plotted on the X axis).
Figure 9: Overhead of getFCItem API

Figure 10: Effect of Parallel Fetch with Collocated Producers
The latencies (on Y axis) for the two experimental setups are shown in Figure 10. As can be seen, as the number of inputs grows, the fusion library version starts performing better. The size of the thread pool was kept at 8 (Since all our experiments are carried out on 8-way SMPs, 8 threads give maximum parallelism). For 32 input channels, the fusion API has a latency of 14 milliseconds, while the latency without the fusion library is almost 19 milliseconds. Therefore, the fusion library performs about 26% better in this experiment.

**Experiment 3:** This experiment is a slight variation of Experiment 2. The setup is the same except that each producer thread runs on a different node. Figure 11 illustrates the performance figures for this experiment. The X-axis represents number of input channels and the Y-axis represents latency as before. Data size is kept constant at 1KB. In this experiment, we varied number of input channels up to 10 (and not 32, as in Experiment 2) as we were limited by the number of machines. For 10 input channels, the fusion library latency is 4.5 milliseconds, while the naive implementation latency is 6.5 milliseconds. This experiment illustrates that our system gives about 30% better performance when all the producers are on different nodes.

### 3.6.2 Scalability with Number of Inputs

We estimate the expected improvement in scalability as follows. The total latency of obtaining a fused item is the sum of time units required to fetch and apply the fusion function. Fusion function time includes the computational time of the function, local copy into the fusion buffer and then final hand off to the consumer thread. The fusion library improves over the naive implementation by reducing the time required to fetch items (through parallelism). This is illustrated by a comparative observation of the latency variation for data size 1KB and 2 KB. Figure 12 plots the latency for data size of 2KB. The slope of the line representing the fusion library remains approximately the same in both Figure 11 and Figure 12.
Figure 11: Effect of Parallel Fetch with Remote Producers (datasize=1KB)

Figure 12: Effect of Parallel Fetch with Remote Producers (datasize=2KB)
To make this observation clear, in Figure 11, the latency (with fusion library) varies from 1.4 milliseconds to 3.4 milliseconds as the number of input channels varies from 1 to 8, thus giving an average slope of 0.29. In Figure 12, in a similar way the slope is approximately 0.31. Without the fusion library, the slope for Figure 11 is 0.63, while in Figure 12, i.e., data size 2KB, the slope is 0.78. This comparison shows that the fusion library scales better than a naive implementation.

In summary, the experiments demonstrate that getFCItem API provides about 30% better performance over a naive implementation when producers are distributed on different nodes. The performance benefit comes from parallel data fetching across multiple input channels. Also, I demonstrate that the API is scalable as the number of input data sources to a fusion channel increases.

In the next section, I demonstrate similar performance results obtained on an IPAQ. Also, I summarize the results from the evaluation of different role assignment algorithms. This part of the work was done by my colleagues with help from me and is summarized here for completeness\textsuperscript{2}.

### 3.7 Performance Results in Sensor Network

This experimental setup uses a set of wireless iPAQ 3870s running Linux “familiar” distribution version 0.6.1 together with a prototype implementation of the fusion module discussed in section 3.5.

Although the evaluations were conducted using limited capabilities of IPAQ, the experimental results demonstrate that the overhead of the APIs is acceptable in the context of wireless sensor network.
Figure 13: (a) Fusion Channel APIs’ cost (b) Fusion channel migration (moveFC) cost

3.7.1 Fusion API Measurements

Figure 13 shows the cost of the DFuse API. In part (a), each API cost has 3 fields - local, ideal, and API overhead. Local cost indicates the latency of operation execution without any network transmission involved, ideal cost includes messaging latency only, and API overhead is the subtraction of local and ideal costs from actual cost on the iPAQ farm. Ideally, the remote call is the sum of messaging latency and local cost. Fusion channels can be located anywhere in the network. Depending on the location of the fusion channels input(s), fusion channel, and consumer(s), the minimum cost varies because it can involve network communications. getFCItem is the most complex case, having four different configurations and costs independent of the item sizes being retrieved. For part (a), we create fusion channels with capacity of ten items and one primitive Stampede channel as input. Reported latencies are the average of 1000 iterations.

On our iPAQ farm, netperf [64] indicates a minimum UDP roundtrip latency of 4.7ms, and from 2-2.5Mbps maximum unidirectional streaming TCP bandwidth. Table 3.7.1 depicts how many round trips are required and how many bytes of overhead

---

Please note that most of the text in Section 3.7 comes from a paper co-authored by me with my colleagues [69].
exist for DFuse operations on remote nodes.

Table 1: Number of round trips and message overhead of DFuse. See Figure 13 for getFCItem and moveFC configuration legends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Round Trips</th>
<th>Overhead (bytes)</th>
<th>API</th>
<th>Round Trips</th>
<th>Overhead (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>createFC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>getFCItem(1K)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 0 1 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destroyFC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>getFCItem(10)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 0 0 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attachFC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>getFCItem(1K)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 0 0 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detachFC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>getFCItem(10)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 0 1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putFCItem(10)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>getFCItem(1K)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 0 1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putFCItem(1K)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1216</td>
<td>consumeFCItem</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 0 1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getFCItem(10)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>moveFC(L2R)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 0 1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getFCItem(1K)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1676</td>
<td>moveFC(R2L)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 0 1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getFCItem(10)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1084</td>
<td>moveFC(R2R)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 0 1 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these measurements, we show messaging latency values in Figure 13(a) for ideal case costs on the farm. We calculate these ideal costs by adding latency per round trip and the cost of the transmission of total bytes, presuming 2Mbps throughput. Comparing these ideal costs in Figure 13(a) with the actual total cost illustrates reasonable overhead for our DFuse API implementation. The maximum cost of operations on a local node is 5.3ms. For operations on remote nodes, API overhead is less than 74.5% of the ideal cost. For operations with more than 20ms observed latency, API overhead is less than 53.8% of the ideal cost. This figure also illustrates that messaging constitutes the majority of observed latency of API operations on remote nodes. Note that ideal costs do not include additional computation and synchronization latencies incurred during message handling.
The placement module may cause a fusion point to migrate across nodes in the sensor fusion network. Migration latency depends upon many factors: the number of inputs and consumers attached to the fusion point, the relative locations of the node where \texttt{moveFC} is invoked to the current and resulting fusion channel, and amount of data to be moved. Our analysis in Figure 13(b) assumes a single primitive stampede channel input to the migrating fusion channel, with only a single consumer. Part (b) shares the same ideal cost calculation methodology as part (a). Our observations show that migration cost increases with number of input items and that migration from a remote to a remote node is more costly than local to remote or remote to local migration for a fixed number of items. Reported latencies are averages over 300 iterations for part (b).

The dynamic application requirement may require a fusion point to migrate across nodes in the fusion network. Migration latency depends upon many factors: the number of inputs and consumers attached to the fusion point, the relative locations of the node where \texttt{moveFC} is invoked to the current and resulting fusion channel, and amount of data to be moved. Our analysis in Figure 13(b) assumes a single primitive stampede channel input to the migrating fusion channel, with only a single consumer. Part (b) shares the same ideal cost calculation methodology as part (a). Our observations show that migration cost increases with number of input items and that migration from a remote to a remote node is more costly than local to remote or remote to local migration for a fixed number of items. Reported latencies are averages over 300 iterations for part (b).

3.7.2 Placement Algorithm Measurements

I briefly summarize evaluation of placement algorithms for completeness here. To verify the design of the fusion module and placement algorithm, we have implemented the tracker application (Figure 5) using the fusion API and deployed it on
the iPAQ farm.

**Figure 14:** iPAQ Farm Experiment Setup. An arrow represents that two iPAQs are mutually reachable in one hop.

Figure 14 shows the topological view of the iPAQ farm used for the tracker application deployment. It consists of twelve iPAQ 3870s configured identically to those in the measurements above. Node 0, where node $i$ is the iPAQ corresponding to $i$th node of the grid, acts as the sink node. Nodes 9, 10, and 11 are the iPAQs acting as the data sources. The location of filter and collage fusion points are guided by the placement module.

The placement module simulator runs on a separate desktop in synchrony with the fusion module. At regular intervals, it collects the transmission details (number of bytes exchanged between different nodes) from the farm. It uses a simple power model to account for the communication cost and to monitor the power level of different nodes. If the placement module decides to transfer a fusion point to another node, it invokes the `moveFC` API to effect the role transfer.

For transmission rates, we have tuned the tracker application to generate data at consistent rates as shown in Figure 5, with $x$ equal to 6KBytes per minute. This is equivalent to a scenario where cameras scan the environment once every minute, and produce images ranging in size from 6 to 12KBytes after compression.

The network is organized as a grid shown in Figure 14. For any two nodes, the routing module returns the path with a minimum number of hops across powered nodes. To account for power usage at different nodes, the placement module uses a
simple approach. It models the power level at every node, adjusting them based upon
the amount of data a node transmits or receives. The power consumption corresponds
to ORiNOCO 802.11b PC card specification. Our current power model only includes
network communication costs. After finding a naive tree, the placement algorithm
runs in optimization phase for two seconds. The length of this period is tunable and
it influences the quality of mapping at the end of the optimization phase. During this
phase, fusion nodes wake up every 100ms to determine if role transfer is indicated by
the cost function. After optimization, the algorithm runs in maintenance phase until
the network becomes fragmented (some consumer cannot reach one of its inputs).
During the maintenance phase, role transfer decisions are evaluated every 50 seconds.
The role transfers are invoked only when the health improves by a threshold of 5%.

I am summarizing the results from the experiments here. The results show that
the choice of cost function should be dependent upon application context and net-
work condition. If, for an application, role transfer is complex and expensive, but
network power variance is not an issue, then one particular cost function should be
preferred. However, if network power variance needs to be minimized and role trans-
fer is inexpensive, another cost function is preferable. Also we show that a distributed
role assignment algorithm increases the network lifetime by 110% compared to static
placement of the fusion functions in the experiments.

3.7.3 Discussion

By running the application and role assignment modules separately, we have simpli-
fied our evaluation approach. This approach has some disadvantages such as limited
ability to communicate complex resource monitoring results. Transferring every detail
of the running state from the fusion module to the placement module is prohibitive
in our decoupled setup due to the resulting network perturbation. Such perturba-
tion, even when minimal state is being communicated between the modules, prevents
accurate network delay metric usage in a cost function. However, our simplified evaluation design has allowed us to rapidly build prototypes of the fusion and placement modules.

### 3.8 Related Work

Using a dataflow (task) graph to model distributed applications is a common technique in streaming databases, computer vision, and robotics [22, 83, 71]. DFuse employs a script based interface to express task graph applications over the network similar to SensorWare [14]. SensorWare is a framework for programming sensor networks, but its features are orthogonal to what DFuse provides. Specifically, (i) Since DFuse focuses on providing support for fusion in the network, the interface to write fusion-based applications using DFuse is quite simple compared to writing such applications in SensorWare. (ii) DFuse provides optimizations like prefetching and support for buffer management which are not yet supported by other frameworks. Other approaches, like TAG [57], look at a sensor network as a distributed database and provide a query-based interface for programming the network. TAG uses an SQL-like query language and provides in-network aggregation support for simple classes of fusion functions. TAG assumes a static mapping of roles to the network, i.e., a routing tree is built based on the network topology and the query on hand.

Data fusion, or in-network aggregation, is a well-known technique in sensor networks. Research experiments have shown that it saves considerable amount of power even for simple fusion functions like finding min, max or average reading of sensors [57, 45]. While these experiments and others have motivated the need for a good role assignment approach, they do not use a dynamic heuristic for the role assignment and their static role assignment approach will not be applicable to streaming media applications.

Research in power-aware routing for mobile ad hoc networks [76, 46] proposes
power-aware metrics for determining routes in wireless ad hoc networks. We use similar metrics to formulate different cost functions for our DFuse placement module. While designing a power-aware routing protocol is not the focus of this work, we are looking into how the routing protocol information can be used to define more flexible cost functions.

3.9 DFuse Conclusions

In summary, I have designed APIs for mapping fusion applications (such as distributed surveillance and environment monitoring) on available resources. I argue that the proposed framework will ease the development of complex fusion applications for distributed networks. The fusion API can be extended in two directions: (i) to accommodate more applications, and (ii) to allow dynamic reconfiguration of fusion application dataflow graph. Since fusion applications are typically time-sensitive, the fusion API may need to provide QoS specific parameters. Moreover, The fusion application dataflow graph may itself be dynamic with the addition and deletion of nodes to the dataflow graph. The programming APIs need to evolve and take into account these application dynamism.

Although placement module and role assignment algorithms are not my contributions in this dissertation, I have briefly summarized them and highlighted key results. The DFuse framework uses a novel distributed role assignment algorithm that will increase the application runtime by doing power-aware, dynamic role assignment. We validate our arguments by designing a sample application using our framework and evaluating the application on an iPAQ based sensor network testbed.

Developing streaming applications also require run-time mechanisms for high performance computing (HPC) resource allocation for different nodes of a dataflow graph. In the next chapter, I describe my solutions to this second problem, namely, allocating high performance computing resources for data streaming applications to deliver
required quality of service.
CHAPTER IV

STREAMLINE SCHEDULING HEURISTIC

In addition to a uniform programming abstraction (DFuse[52, 69]), developing streaming applications also require run-time mechanisms that allocate resources for different nodes of an application dataflow graph. In this chapter, I address the resource allocation issue for data streaming application.

As mentioned previously, Streaming applications have the following characteristics: (i) they are continuous in nature, (ii) they require efficient transport of data from/to distributed sources/sinks, and (iii) they require the efficient use of high-performance computing resources to carry out compute-intensive tasks in a timely manner. The focus of this chapter is addressing the third component of the above characteristics, namely, the use of high-performance computing (HPC) resources to carry out compute-intensive tasks. Consider for example, a video-based surveillance application. The compute intensive part may analyze multiple camera feeds from a region to extract higher level information such as “motion”, “presence or absence of a human face”, or “presence or absence of any kind of suspicious activity”. Such an application is represented as a coarse-grain dataflow graph, wherein the nodes represent increasing sophistication of computations that may need to be performed on the data stream to facilitate the extraction of high-level information.

An interesting aspect of this emerging class of streaming applications is that they are ubiquitous and dynamic. Thus, HPC resources are needed in a distributed manner to address the dynamic needs of an application. Grid computing offers the ability to harness the ambient HPC resources for a compute intensive problem. Grid computing has its roots in traditional high-performance computing, with initial efforts focused
on scientific and engineering applications. While there have been efforts to expand the reach of the grid to support interactive [78] and streaming applications [21], the scheduling infrastructure available in the grid is largely geared to support batch-oriented applications.

At some level such coarse-grain dataflow graphs resemble task-graphs that have been the focus of multiprocessor scheduling work from the 70’s [6, 24, 70, 39, 75, 37, 53, 81]. However, in multiprocessor scheduling, a task-graph (a directed acyclic graph) is used as an ordering mechanism to show the dependencies among the individual tasks of a parallel computation. These dependencies are respected and exploited to create a mapping heuristic (since the scheduling problem is known to be NP-Complete) that maximizes the utilization of the computational resources and reduces the completion time of the application. The coarse-grain dataflow graph of a streaming application, on the other hand, is a representation of the processing that is carried out on the data during its passage through the pipeline of stages. In the steady state, all the stages of the pipeline are working on different snapshots of the stream data. So the scheduling of such streaming applications is not an ordering issue; rather, it is a mapping of the different stages of the pipeline to the available resources respecting the computation and communication requirements of each stage with a view to optimizing the latency and throughput metrics of the entire pipeline. For example in a video-based surveillance application, when the n-th stage is working on the (hitherto transformed results of the) i-th frame of video, the first stage of the pipeline is working on the \((n + i)^{th}\) frame. The scheduling of a streaming application on a high-performance computing engine is *data centric*, which is its primary distinguishing characteristic compared to task-graph based scheduling heuristics of yesteryear.

In this chapter, I study the problem of scheduling streaming applications on the grid. The scheduling heuristic, called *Streamline* [8, 9], is designed to adapt to the dynamic nature of grid environment and varying demands of a streaming application.
It runs periodically and takes into account (a) computation and communication requirements of the various stages of the dataflow graph, (b) any application-specified constraints, and (c) current resource (processing and bandwidth) availability. The output of the scheduling heuristic is a placement of the stages of the pipeline on the available HPC resources such that the latency and throughput of the application are optimized. The placement generated by Streamline heuristic can be used by other services (such as task migration) in a grid environment in order to dynamically adapt the performance of an application.

I have designed the scheduling heuristic over the existing grid framework, using Globus Toolkit [35, 34]. To understand the performance of Streamline with respect to an optimal schedule (which is infeasible to implement but for very small applications), I use Simulated Annealing as an approximation for an optimal schedule in our experimental study. I also analyze how existing schedulers in grid can be enhanced to support streaming applications using Condor[79] as example. Most of the existing grid schedulers [19, 12, 79] focus on allocating resources for batch-oriented applications. Condor is a well studied resource allocator for grid and it uses DAGMan[25] for task graph based applications. DAGMan is designed for batch jobs with control-flow dependencies and ensures that jobs are submitted in proper order, whereas different stages of a streaming application work concurrently on a snapshot of data. Thus, I have used Condor scheduler but built additional features to allow instantiation of streaming applications from a batch scheduler. I call this framework as E-Condor.

I compare the performance of Streamline with Optimal, Simulated Annealing, and E-Condor for “kernels” of streaming applications. The results show that our heuristic performs close (within 1%) to Optimal and Simulated Annealing, and is better than E-Condor by nearly an order of magnitude when there is non-uniform CPU resource

1Note: E-Condor does not use Condor's matchmaking capability. We use E-Condor as a demonstration of how a batch scheduler can be used for streaming applications. However, the performance of E-Condor can be improved by using the full functionalities of Condor.
availability, and by a factor of four when there is non-uniform communication resource availability. I consider two variants of Simulated Annealing algorithm with different scheduling overheads and observe that neighbor-selection and annealing schedule in a Simulated Annealing algorithm have a more profound impact for communication-intensive kernels than for computation intensive kernels. My scalability study shows that Streamline is more effective than E-Condor in handling large dataflow graphs, and performs close to Simulated Annealing algorithms, with smaller (by a factor of 1000) scheduling time.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, I define the scheduling problem. Section 4.2 describes our Streamline scheduling heuristic. I present the overall system architecture that integrates Streamline into the grid computing framework in Section 4.3. The experimental setup, performance evaluation and results are presented in Section 4.4. I explain my work in the context of other related work in Section 4.5 and conclude this chapter in Section 4.6.

### 4.1 Problem Definition

A scheduling system model in the grid environment consists of an application, available resources, application specific constraints, resource specific constraints, and performance criteria for scheduling. The streaming application is represented by a coarse-grain directed acyclic dataflow graph, $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is the set of $v$ stages and $E$ is the set of $e$ edges. Each node $s_i$ of the dataflow graph represents a continuously running application stage with the direction of dataflow denoted by the edges. In this application model, each node of the dataflow graph continuously receives data items from the preceding stage, performs computation, and sends data items to the subsequent stages. Each edge $(i, j) \in E$ represents the direction of dataflow such that stage $s_j$ waits for data to arrive from stage $s_i$ before execution. $E_{cycle}$ is a $v \times 1$ matrix of computation data, where $e_{cycle_i}$ is an estimate of the average amount of
CPU cycles required by stage $s_i$ for each streaming data item produced. *Ecomm* is a $v \times v$ matrix of communication, where $ecomm_{i,j}$ is the amount of data required to be transmitted from stage $s_i$ to stage $s_j$. These processing and communication estimates can be provided by the application for each stage of the dataflow graph, or these estimates can be derived by application profiling as we have done in [86].

Static information (machine architecture, CPU speed, amount of memory, and hardware configuration) about available resources is obtained by querying the information service [26]. Dynamic information (such as estimate of available processing cycles and end to end network bandwidth) is obtained from Network Weather Service (NWS) [88]. Our target computing environment consists of a set $Q$ of $q$ resources. $B$ is a $q \times q$ communication matrix in which $b_{i,j}$ gives an estimate of available network bandwidth between node $n_i$ and node $n_j$. Similarly, $Proc$ is a $q \times 1$ computation matrix in which $proc_i$ gives an estimate of available CPU cycles on node $n_i$.

Before scheduling, each stage in the dataflow graph is labeled with an average execution cost ($\bar{w}_i$), and each edge is labeled with an average data transmission cost ($\bar{c}_{i,j}$). The average execution cost ($\bar{w}_i$) of stage $s_i$ is measured as a ratio of the required average CPU cycles $ecycle_i$ and average available CPU cycles across the resources. The average data transmission cost for edge $(i,j)$, ($\bar{c}_{i,j}$), is defined as the ratio of the estimated data transmission required, $ecomm_{i,j}$, and the average available data transfer across all resource pairs. The scheduler also takes as input a set of application constraints and a set of constraints for available resources. The resource specific constraints are gathered by querying the information service [26]. Each of the constraints specify various site specific policies that may affect the resources allocated to a streaming application.

In a dataflow graph, a stage without any parent is called an input stage and a stage without any child is called an output stage. After all stages in a dataflow graph are scheduled, the throughput of the application is the actual rate at which data
items are produced by the output stage $s_{out}$. The objective function of the scheduling problem is to determine the assignments of a streaming application dataflow graph to available resources such that the resource and application specific constraints are satisfied and throughput is maximized.

4.2 The Streamline Scheduler

We have developed a grid scheduling algorithm, called Streamline, for placement of a streaming application’s coarse-grain dataflow graph using available grid resources. Streamline makes the scheduling decision taking into consideration static information of available resources, dynamic information of available processing and communication capabilities in the target environment, and different application and resource specific policies. The scheduling heuristic expects to maximize throughput of the application by assigning the best resources to the most needy stage in terms of computation and communication requirements. Streamline works in three phases: (i) stage prioritization phase where the stages of the dataflow graphs are prioritized depending on their computation and communication criteria; (ii) resource filtering phase for filtering available resources based on application and resource specific policies; and (iii) resource selection phase for selecting the “best” resource that maximizes the throughput of the entire graph. Streamline belongs to the general class of list scheduling algorithms [6, 24, 39, 70, 44]. We differ from traditional algorithms in (i) stage selection where we take computation and communication into account, (ii) estimating the required computation and communication cost for a stage in the dataflow graph, (iii) taking into account the resource and application specific policies, and (iv) taking into consideration the dynamic information about available processing and communication capabilities in the target environment.

Stage Prioritization Phase: This phase considers the computation and communication cost of the dataflow graph in assigning priorities to different stages. The
computation and communication intensive tasks get higher priorities over the other tasks. Also, the remaining execution time to process a particular data item by all subsequent stages is taken into account where a stage with the highest cost path to the output stage gets priority.

Two terms rank and blevel are introduced here. Rank calculates the average computation and communication cost of a stage and blevel estimates the overall remaining execution time of a data item after being processed by a stage. The blevel of a stage $s_i$ is the cost of the longest path from from $s_i$ to an exit node and is recursively defined by

$$blevel(s_i) = \overline{w_i} + \max_{s_j \in \text{succ}(s_i)} (\overline{c_{i,j}} + blevel(s_j))$$

(1)

where $\text{succ}(s_i)$ is the set of immediate successors of stage $s_i$, $\overline{w_i}$ is the average computation cost of stage $s_i$ and $\overline{c_{i,j}}$ is the average communication cost of edge $(i,j)$.

The rank of a stage is the sum of its communication and computation cost, and gives a rough estimate of the total computation and communication time required by the stage to fetch all input data items, process them, and send the result to successive stages. The rank is used in relative ordering of the stages based on their requirements before an actual assignment is made. Therefore, this simple model suffices in giving higher rank to a more needy stage. We assign a rank to each stage $s_i$, taking into account the average computation and communication cost as

$$rank(s_i) = \overline{w_i} + \sum_{s_j \in \text{pred}(s_i)} \overline{c_{j,i}} + \sum_{s_k \in \text{succ}(s_i)} \overline{c_{i,k}}$$

(2)

where $\text{pred}(s_i)$ is set of immediate predecessors of stage $s_i$.

The priorities are assigned in the following order: (i) The stage with a higher rank, as calculated by Equation 2, gets a higher priority, (ii) For two stages with same rank, we assign higher priority to the stage with higher blevel, thereby giving preference to a stage along a higher cost path to the output stage, (iii) For stages with same rank and blevel, tie-breaking is done randomly. The stages are considered in priority order
and are allocated the “best” available resources.

**Table 2: Streamline Scheduling Algorithm**

```plaintext
// Input: dataflow graph G(S,E), resource set R
// Output: assign stages s_i ∈ S to resources n_j ∈ R
/* Initialize the dataflow graph */
for (stage s_i ∈ S, edge e_{i,j} ∈ E in dataflow graph G(S,E))
  s_i = w_i // w_i: avg execution cost
e_{i,j} = c_{i,j} // c_{i,j}: avg transmission cost
/* Set priority to stages */
for (every stage s_i in the dataflow graph G(S,E))
  blevel(s_i) = w_i + \max_{s_j ∈ \text{succ}(s_i)} (c_{i,j} + blevel(s_j))
  rank (s_i) = w_i + \sum_{s_j ∈ \text{pred}(s_i)} c_{j,i} + \sum_{s_k ∈ \text{succ}(s_i)} c_{i,k}
Sort stages in S into list SLIST in decreasing order of rank, use blevel to break ties
/* Choose the best resource */
while (there are unscheduled stages in SLIST )
  Select the first stage s_i from SLIST
/* resource filtering using application and resource policies */
Construct candidate set R by filtering available resources based on policies
/* compute cost of assignment (A) */
for (each resource n_k ∈ R)
  A(n_k, s_i) = \text{ecycles}_i / \text{proc}_j + \sum_{s_k ∈ \text{pred}(s_i)} \text{ecomm}_{k,i} / \overline{b_{\text{in}}(j)} + \sum_{s_k ∈ \text{succ}(s_i)} \text{ecomm}_{i,k} / \overline{b_{\text{out}}(j)}
/* pick the best assignment for the stage */
Output (s_i, n_k) pair with min(A(n_k, s_i))
```

**Resource Filtering Phase:** In this phase of the scheduling algorithm, we filter out available resources that may not be permissible by the application or resource policies and obtain a set R of r candidate resources. We take into account the application specific static resource requirements as well as resource specific policies. Even though there may be a large number of available resources, the candidate resource set may be small after this step, depending on how restrictive the application and resource
policies are. Some examples of application specific constraints are (i) collocating stages of a streaming application on the same resource to reduce communication latency, (ii) any special requirements of a stage such as a graphics co-processor, (iii) QoS requirements specifying desired throughput and latency, and (iv) application defined priorities among different choices such as image and audio quality degradation for application adaptation.

**Resource Selection Phase:** In this phase the appropriate resources are picked from the set of candidate resources obtained in the resources filtering phase. Unlike most of the task graph schedulers that take only the computation capability to select resources, Streamline considers available CPU as well as end-to-end bandwidth. Streamline evaluates a particular resource using a cost function that computes the cost of assigning a stage to a resource node. The cost function estimates the computation and communication time for a particular assignment of a stage and picks a resource which gives the least cumulative time. Since the stages are considered in the order of their resource requirements (represented by rank) which may not be consistent with the dataflow order, Streamline uses estimates of average input and output bandwidth availability for each resource in calculating the cost of an assignment. By using information gathered from NWS [88], Streamline algorithm estimates the average incoming ($b_{in}(i)$) and average outgoing bandwidth ($b_{out}(i)$) for each resource node $n_i$ as follows:

$$
\overline{b_{in}(i)} = \sum_{n_j \in R} b_{j,i} / r
\tag{3}
$$

$$
\overline{b_{out}(i)} = \sum_{n_k \in R} b_{i,k} / r
\tag{4}
$$

where $R$ is the candidate resource set of $r$ resources and $b_{i,j}$ is an estimate of available end to end network bandwidth between node $n_i$ and node $n_j$.

The cost ($A (n_j, s_i)$) of allocating resource node $n_j \in R$ to stage $s_i$ is computed by summing up the estimated computation and communication cost for this particular
assignment and is represented as

\[ A(n_j, s_i) = \text{ecycles}_i/\text{proc}_j + \sum_{s_k \in \text{pred}(s_i)} \frac{\text{ecomm}_{k,i}}{b_{in}(j)} + \sum_{s_k \in \text{succ}(s_i)} \frac{\text{ecomm}_{i,k}}{b_{out}(j)} \]

where \( \text{ecycle}_i \) is an estimate of the average amount of CPU cycles required by stage \( s_i \), \( \text{proc}_j \) is an estimate of available CPU cycles on node \( n_j \) and \( \text{ecomm}_{i,k} \) is the average amount of data transferred from stage \( s_i \) to stage \( s_k \). To each stage \( s_i \) of the dataflow graph, we assign a resource \( n_j \) that has the minimum cost \( A(n_j, s_i) \) as calculated by Equation 5. Since we consider end-to-end network bandwidth available between each pair of resources in the candidate set, the Streamline algorithm has \( O(v \times r^2) \) time complexity where \( v \) is the number of stages in the dataflow graph and \( r \) is the number of resources in the candidate set \( R \). Even in the presence of a large number of resources, we expect the candidate set for each stage to be small and the time complexity to be admissible. The complete algorithm is presented in Table 4.2.

To eliminate any ambiguity, the algorithm also takes into account the following points: (i) When multiple stages get assigned to the same resource, distribute the available bandwidth and CPU resources equally between all the stages in calculating the cost of the assignment\(^2\). (ii) In case there are multiple remaining candidate nodes, pick a node among the remaining candidate nodes at random. By randomly picking a node, the scheduler expects to distribute load among the equally desirable resources for a particular stage.

Since our scheduling heuristic works by picking best resource for each stage of the dataflow graph, additional policies concerning resources, applications, and local schedulers can be easily incorporated in calculating the cost of a particular assignment. In the next section, we present our system architecture that integrates the Streamline scheduling heuristic into grid computing framework.

---

\(^2\)Assuming that the local scheduler equally allocates the available CPU and network bandwidth, and that all the stages contend for CPU and network usage simultaneously. Given any additional information, the cost calculation can be accordingly adjusted.
4.3 System Architecture

We have designed a system that enables resource allocation for streaming application using grid. Our system architecture is guided by the design goals of making best use of existing grid functionalities and operating in the presence of dynamic resource availability and node connectivity by taking into account non-uniform resource characteristics.

Figure 15: Resource Allocation System Architecture

Figure 15 shows the system which uses the existing grid functionalities of Globus
Toolkit[35], the Network Weather Service[88] for current information and future prediction of the resources, and some additional services introduced to make the streaming scheduler function properly.

The services that are part of the present Globus Toolkit infrastructure are (i) Authentication Service used for authentication to grid resources using Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI); (ii) Resource Information Service[26] used for obtaining information about the grid resources; and (iii) Grid Resource Allocation and Management(GRAM)[27] service used for submitting jobs to the grid. Network Weather Service provides dynamic information (such as CPU usage and end to end bandwidth) about available resources. Among the services we have integrated to the grid include Application Information Service to keep track of the streaming application status and the QoS Monitoring service to checks if the desired QoS is met. The Scheduling Service makes all the scheduling decisions by contacting the QoS monitoring service, Network Weather Service, and Resource Information Service. It runs the scheduling algorithm periodically to make sure the proper assignment of resources is done and if the QoS is violated beyond a threshold, a reallocation process takes place. The forecasts from the Network Weather Service are used in making task migration decisions. The details are out of the scope of this thesis. Our focus is on the scheduling heuristic in this work.

The whole system works as follows. The user authenticates to the grid using the Authentication Service. Then the application is submitted as a coarse-grain dataflow graph to the scheduling service. The scheduling service contacts Resource Information Service [26, 88] and Application Information Service and allocates resources. After resource allocation, the application dataflow graph is instantiated on individual resources using Grid Resource Allocation and Management(GRAM) [27] system. The application then accesses the data from data sources directly. The QoS Monitoring Service monitors the quality of service requirements of the application and
dynamically adapts resource assignment by contacting the Scheduling Service. The QoS monitoring service infers the computational requirements of the running application by periodically contacting the Application Information service and the Resource Information Service, and provides this information to the scheduler.

4.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we study the performance of the Streamline scheduler for supporting streaming applications. Streamline provides a rich set of facilities that include: (i) APIs for the user to specify the resource requirements of each stage and the dependencies among the stages of the streaming application; (ii) APIs for job submission that allow multiple applications to be submitted to the scheduler at the same time; each application receives a distinguished name; and (iii) APIs for querying job status using the distinguished name.

For evaluating the performance of Streamline, we take the following approach. First, we develop a baseline scheduler for streaming applications using Condor, a well-accepted grid scheduler for batch-oriented applications. The resulting framework, called E-Condor, uses Condor to obtain the resources necessary to launch the individual stages of a streaming application. But prior to launching, E-Condor takes care of setting up all the necessary coupling between the stages commensurate with the dataflow graph of the application. Further, to understand the performance of Streamline with respect to an optimal schedule (which is infeasible to implement but for very small applications), we use Simulated Annealing as an approximation for an optimal schedule in our experimental study.

Thus our experimental study has four parts: (i) We present an Optimal placement (for small dataflow graphs) and approximation algorithms using Simulated Annealing (for both small and large dataflow graphs) for comparison with Streamline; (ii) We
investigate how existing grid schedulers can be used to deal with streaming applications; this has resulted in the baseline framework called E-Condor; \( (iii) \) We compare the performance of Streamline with Optimal placement, two variants of Simulated Annealing (SA1 and SA2), and E-Condor for executing “kernels” of streaming applications; \( (iv) \) We evaluate the scalability of Streamline with respect to Optimal, Simulated Annealing, and E-Condor approaches.

### 4.4.1 Optimal Placement Algorithm

The Optimal placement algorithm explores all possible assignments of resources to the individual stages of a dataflow graph and selects an assignment with the minimum cost. The cost of an assignment represents an estimate of the time it takes to produce a single output item as data is processed by the various stages of a dataflow graph.

Since we are interested in observing the relative costs of different assignments, we use a simple model where this cost \( (F) \) is estimated by summing up the estimated computation and communication time of each stage of the dataflow graph as follows:

\[
F([n_0...n_v], [s_0...s_v]) = \sum_{i=0}^{i=v} (ecycles_i/proc_i) + \sum_{(i,j) \in E} (ecomm_{i,j}/b_{i,j}) \quad (5)
\]

where resource node \( n_i \) is allocated to stage \( s_i \) in the assignment under consideration, and \( (i,j) \in E \) represents an edge between stages \( s_i \) and \( s_j \) in the dataflow graph.

The above cost model makes a conservative assessment by summing up the estimate of individual computation and communication times, ignoring any parallelism. The cost model also ignores networking and buffer management overheads in transmission. However, since we are interested only in the relative ordering of different assignments, use of such a simple cost model is justified. For \( v \) stages and \( r \) candidate resources, the computational complexity of the Optimal algorithm is approximately equal to the number of permutations of \( v \) resources out of \( r \) \( (^rP_v) \). Thus, Optimal algorithm is computationally infeasible for large dataflow graphs.
4.4.2 Simulated Annealing Algorithms (SA1, SA2)

For large dataflow graphs, computing an optimal schedule is infeasible. Hence we use Simulated Annealing as an approximation to Optimal for comparison purposes. Simulated Annealing is computationally intensive and in general not the best candidate (from the point of scheduling overhead) to use as a scheduling heuristic. The intent is to show that Streamline heuristic yields a schedule that is close in performance to an exhaustive search technique (such as Optimal or SA), while being computationally feasible in terms of scheduling overhead.

Simulated Annealing [60, 51] is a generalization of a Monte Carlo method for statistically finding a global optimum for a multivariate function. It uses the concept of repeated heating and slowly cooling (annealing process) a crystalline structure to bring it to a more ordered state and has been used in Operation Research to successfully solve a variety of optimization problems [51]. In simulated annealing, a system is initialized at temperature $T$ with some configuration with cost $F_0$. New configuration is constructed by applying a random perturbation and change in cost $dF$ is computed - if the new configuration lowers the cost of the system, it is unconditionally accepted otherwise it is accepted with a probability given by the Boltzmann factor $\exp(-dF/T)$ [51]. This processes is repeated sufficient times at the current temperature to sample the search space (by visiting neighbors of the current configuration). Then, the temperature is decreased as specified by a chosen annealing schedule and the entire process is repeated at successive lower temperature until a terminating condition (frozen state) is reached. This procedure allows the system to move to a lower cost state, while still getting out of local minima due to probabilistic acceptance of some upward moves.

The state space of our scheduling algorithm is all possible assignments of candidate resources to the stages of a dataflow graph. We use the same cost function as in the Optimal algorithm (Equation 5) and $\exp(-dF/T)$ as the transition probability. Since
overheads of the scheduling algorithm is also critical in our problem, we have selected two different strategies for neighbor selection and annealing schedule ($SA1$ and $SA2$). $SA1$ has run-time complexity comparable to Streamline whereas $SA2$ requires longer running time, thereby expecting to produce better schedules. At a fixed temperature, $SA1$ considers $v$ randomly selected neighbors whereas $SA2$ considers $v^2$ neighbors for a $v$ stage dataflow graph. $SA1$ and $SA2$ also differ in the length of the annealing schedule whereby $SA1$ considers at most $r^2$ temperature reductions. We have also employed a simple optimization heuristic that avoids repetitive transitions between the same two states at a fixed temperature by considering the neighbors in a fixed order. The details of the algorithms are presented in Table 3.

4.4.3 Using a Batch Scheduler for Streaming Applications

Most of the existing grid schedulers [19, 12, 79] focus on allocating resources for batch-oriented applications. We have selected Condor [79], due to its maturity and flexibility, as a vehicle for comparison of an existing grid scheduler against Streamline.

Condor uses DAGMan[25] to launch applications that are specified by a task-graph. DAGMan is designed for task-graph based batch jobs with control-flow dependencies and hence launches a stage $s_i$ of a task-graph only after all stages $s_j \in \text{pred}(s_i)$ have finished execution. However, as observed before, in a streaming application, each stage of the dataflow graph is concurrently working on a snapshot of the continuous stream data. Therefore, we have developed a simple stream scheduling framework, called $E$-$\text{Condor}$. $E$-$\text{Condor}$ uses Condor to obtain the resources necessary to launch the individual stages of a streaming application. But prior to launching, $E$-$\text{Condor}$ takes care of setting up all the necessary coupling between the stages commensurate with the dataflow graph of the application. $E$-$\text{Condor}$ is not aware of resource requirements of different stages of the dataflow graph, it allocates resources to the stages in the order in which they are submitted using Condor scheduler.
Table 3: Simulated Annealing Algorithms (SA1 and SA2)

// Input: dataflow graph $G(S, E)$, resource set $R$
// Output: assign stages $s_i \in S$ to resources $n_j \in R$

/* Initialize the Simulated Annealing */
Select $v$ random resources from $r$ eligible machines
Compute initial cost of assignment ($F_0$):
$$F_0([n_0\ldots n_v], [s_0\ldots s_v]) = \sum_{i=0}^{v} (ecycles_i/proc_i) + \sum_{(i,j) \in E} (ecomm_{i,j}/b_{i,j})$$
Compute average increase in cost across neighbors ($dF_0$)
$X_0 = 0.8$ // average increase acceptance probability
$T_0 = -dF_0/\ln(X_0)$ //starting temperature

/* Annealing Process */
repeat {at each temperature}
/* Neighbor selection for SA1 and SA2 */
(SA1:) for $v$ steps do
(SA2:) for $v^2$ steps do
/* perturb the schedule randomly */
swap assignments for two allocated machines or
replace an allocated machine with a free machine
compute change in cost ($dF$)
if $dF$ is negative, accept new schedule unconditionally
else accept if a random number $< \exp(-dF/T)$
decrease temperature by a factor of $\alpha$ (0.95)
/* terminating conditions for SA1 and SA2 */
(SA1:) until $r^2$ steps or temperature is above threshold (0.001) or cost does not change
(SA2:) until temperature is above threshold (0.001) or cost does not change
E-Condor architecture, shown in Figure 16, has four components: (i) A parser that automatically generates the entire dataflow graph and the per-stage configuration files given a high-level description of the streaming application; (ii) A launcher that uses Condor to map the stages of the dataflow graph to different computational nodes provided by Condor; (iii) A registration and discovery service for establishing the predecessor/successor relationships among the stages of the dataflow graph after they are launched. The architecture automatically generates wrapper code for each stage to register itself with this service, determine its predecessors and successors using the per-stage configuration file, and establish the necessary connections to them; and (iv) A synchronization protocol that ensures that all the stages have established the necessary connections to one another before actually starting the application-supplied code for that stage.
4.4.4 Distributed Surveillance Application

We use a mock-up of a distributed video-based surveillance application as an example streaming application for the performance study. To arrive at a realistic model of the pipeline that represents this application, we use the following representative image manipulation functions that may form part of this hierarchical processing pipeline:

(i) **Collage**: A simple concatenation of two images to produce a composite output;
(ii) **EdgeDetect**: An algorithm to determine the boundaries of objects in an image;
(iii) **MotionDetect**: An algorithm that computes the magnitude and centroid of inter-frame differences in images to derive inferences on motion; and
(iv) **FD/FR**: A compute-intensive algorithm to detect and recognize faces in an image that is based on skin tone analysis.

For each of these functions, we use the computation and communication numbers reported in [86], summarized in Table 4. These numbers are the result of profiling these functions on a StrongARM SA-1110 processor. We construct a pipeline consisting of these functions to serve as the workload for our scheduling experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>CPU Cycles</th>
<th>Datasize(Bytes) (I/O)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collage</td>
<td>803.4K</td>
<td>112K/112K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdgeD</td>
<td>2616.2K</td>
<td>56K/56K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotionD</td>
<td>1009K</td>
<td>56K/56K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD/FR</td>
<td>1959M</td>
<td>30K/30K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Although our experimental setup (see Section 4.4.5) uses an x-86 cluster, the use of these numbers is justified since we are only interested in relative performance of the different schedulers on the same dataflow graph.*
4.4.5 Modeling Resource Contention

We define four control variables to model the contention and non-uniformity of resource availability as follows: (i) Mean processing availability ($\mu_p$) is the average CPU cycles available across all the nodes normalized by the maximum CPU availability so that this is a number between 0 and 1; (ii) Mean network bandwidth availability ($\mu_{bw}$) is the average end-to-end network bandwidth available across all pairs of nodes normalized by the maximum network bandwidth availability between any two nodes so that this is a number between 0 and 1; (iii) Variance in processing availability ($\sigma^2_p$) is the variance in CPU cycle availability across all the nodes; and (iv) Variance in network bandwidth availability ($\sigma^2_{bw}$) is the variance in end-to-end network bandwidth availability across all pairs of nodes.

$\mu_p$ and $\mu_{bw}$ are indicators of the amount of resource contention in the system. $\sigma^2_p$ and $\sigma^2_{bw}$ indicate the non-uniformity of the load distribution in the system, with higher variance implying higher non-uniformity in load characteristics of the resources. Clearly, the possible sets of values for these four control variables are quite large. Thus, to keep the scope of the experimental study manageable, we study the performance for a chosen subset of values. Further, to keep the discussion simple as well as to understand the effects of these control variables better, we separately study CPU and network contention.

In the experimental study, we fix three of the control variables and study the effect of the fourth on the performance. We assign the resource settings (i.e., CPU and network bandwidth) to correspond to the desired value of the control variable. We experiment with 3 different values for fixed variables in each study and 3 resource assignments for each combination of control variables. For each experiment, we pick 7 data points for the control variable under study with multiple runs corresponding to each data point. Because of our controlled settings, we observed variance across different runs to be negligible ($< 0.01\%$). We present a representative subset of the
results to keep the presentation within limits.

Our experimental platform consists of a sixteen node cluster with dual gigabit-Ethernet interconnects. Each node consists of eight Pentium III 550MHz Xeon processors with 4GB RAM. To model resource contention in a controlled manner in our experiments we adopted the following strategy. We introduce a synthetic delay in the code for a stage commensurate with the (assumed) load on the node that it is running on (parameterized by the assigned setting for that node). This strategy helps simulate non-uniform processor bandwidth availability in a controlled manner. Similarly, in order to model non-uniform network bandwidth availability, we inflate the data size of the data communication between stages in proportion to the level of (assumed) network contention (once again parameterized by the assigned setting).

4.4.6 Micro Measurements

For the micro measurements, we use 4 nodes of the cluster (one processor in each node). We use two “kernels” of a distributed surveillance application in these measurements. There are two sets of measurements, one for a compute-bound kernel and the other for a communication-bound kernel.

4.4.6.1 Compute-Bound Kernel

![Figure 17: Compute-bound Kernel](image)

Figure 17 shows the compute-bound kernel. The scheduler maps the 4 stages of
the pipeline to the 4 nodes of the cluster. As mentioned earlier, we assign the settings (CPU load and network contention) on the processor and the links commensurate with the control variable value for a particular experiment. The metric for comparison of different scheduling algorithms is the average time taken per output data item averaged over 100 data items.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 18:** Effect of CPU Availability Variance on Compute Bound Kernel ($\mu_p=0.65$, $\sigma^2_{bw}=0$, $\mu_{bw}=1$)

**Control variable: CPU Variance.** Figure 18 shows the performance of different schedulers when CPU load distribution is non-uniform. It can be concluded from the graph that: *(i)* Performance of Optimal and Simulated Annealing algorithms (SA1, SA2) are comparable, except in one instance, *(ii)* Streamline performs close (within 1%) to Optimal and nearly an order of magnitude better than E-Condor under highly non-even load distribution, and *(iii)* for a given system load ($\mu_p$) the performance of Streamline (like Optimal and Simulated Annealing) *improves* with increasing variance whereas that of E-Condor degrades. E-Condor does not consider
the resource requirements of each stage of a dataflow graph but simply allocates resources to the stages in the order the requests are submitted. On the other hand, Streamline is able to match the variance in the computational requirements of the stages in the application dataflow graph with the variance in the system load to get a better mapping of the stages to the resources. We have observed similar results for other values of $\mu_p$ (0.4, 0.55) and 3 resource configurations for each particular combination of control variables. The degradation in performance of SA1 in one instance is attributed to its neighbor selection policy, though we have observed that SA1 performs close to SA2 in other configurations for this experiment.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 19:** Effect of Mean CPU Availability on Compute Bound Kernel ($\sigma^2_p=0.29$, $\sigma^2_{bw}=0$, $\mu_{bw}=1$)

**Control variable: CPU Availability.** Figure 19 shows the effect of mean CPU availability for a fixed variance. The results show that Streamline, Optimal, and Simulated Annealing algorithms are comparable (within 1%) in performance. We also observe that with an increase in mean CPU availability, the performance of
both E-Condor and Streamline improves. However, we see that like Optimal and Simulated Annealing, Streamline does not benefit as much with an increase in mean CPU availability as E-Condor does in some cases. The reason is quite intuitive. Streamline takes advantage of the variance in resource availability in its heuristic when it allocates “best” resource to the most needy stage as determined after stage prioritization; therefore, small increases in the mean CPU availability have little impact in its placement decision and hence in the overall performance. E-Condor, on the other hand, due to its first-fit approach, incurs a severe performance penalty when the mean CPU availability is low. Similar results have been observed for other values of $\sigma_p^2$ (0.2, 0.38) and 3 resource configurations for each combination of control variables.

![Figure 20: Effect of Variance in Bandwidth Availability on Compute Bound Kernel (\(\mu_{bw}=0.58, \sigma_{bw}^2=0, \mu_p=1\))](image)

**Control variable: Network Bandwidth Variance.** For completeness, we also measure the effect of variance in available bandwidth on the compute bound kernel.
As the results in Figure 20 show, none of the algorithms are affected by the variation in available bandwidth, thereby confirming the computational nature of this kernel. We have observed similar results for other values of $\mu_{bw}$ (0.34, 0.74) and all 3 resource configurations for each combination of control variables. We have also conducted experiments studying the effect of network bandwidth availability for 3 different fixed values of $\sigma_{bw}^2$ (0.32, 0.58, 0.76). These results show (not presented here) the performance of all algorithms to be equivalent for the compute bound kernel, as expected.

In summary, we observe that for the compute bound kernel, performance of Streamline is close (within 1%) to Optimal and SA2, and an order of magnitude better than E-Condor. Moreover, the performance of SA1 is close to Optimal in most cases. This implies that for the compute bound kernel, even a Simulated Annealing algorithm that examines fewer states (SA1) performs close to Optimal. The reason is that for the compute bound kernel, the performance of a particular stage is independent of the placement of other stages. Therefore, even a simple random neighbor selection policy performs well.

4.4.6.2 Communication-Bound Kernel

![Communication-bound Kernel Diagram](image)

**Figure 21:** Communication-bound Kernel

Figure 21 shows the communication-bound kernel used for this set of micro measurements. In this kernel, a synthetic *Filter* function is used. The filter function
receives large amounts of data (video images plus their boundaries) from two *edge detectors*. The filter function selects the subset of the input to send on to a *motion detector* for higher level inference.

![Graph showing the effect of bandwidth availability variance on communication bound kernel](image)

**Figure 22**: Effect of Bandwidth Availability Variance on Communication Bound Kernel ($\mu_p = 1, \sigma_p^2 = 0, \mu_{bw} = 0.58$)

**Control variable**: Network Bandwidth Variance. Figure 22 shows the effect of non-uniform bandwidth for the five schedulers. We observe that performance of SA1 is in between E-Condor and Optimal. The performance difference between SA1 and SA2 shows that for a communication bound kernel, a Simulated Annealing algorithm needs to explore a relatively larger part of the search space in order to deliver results comparable to Optimal. In contrast, Streamline heuristic performs close (within 1%) to Optimal and better than SA1. In addition, Streamline out-performs E-Condor by a factor of four under high variance. We also note that Streamline’s performance improves under non-uniform load condition due to efficient placement of stages. We have observed similar results for other values of $\mu_{bw}$ (0.34, 0.74) and all 3 resource
configurations for each combination of control variables.

**Figure 23:** Effect of Mean Bandwidth Availability on Communication Bound Kernel ($\sigma_p^2=0$, $\mu_p=1$, $\sigma_{bw}^2=0.32$)

**Control variable: Network Bandwidth Availability.** Figure 23 shows the effect of network bandwidth availability on the performance of the five schedulers. The performance of all the algorithms improve in general as mean bandwidth increases. However, we observe that SA1 performs worse than SA2 in many cases signifying the importance of neighbor selection and length of annealing schedule of a Simulated Annealing algorithm, particularly for communication intensive dataflow graphs. Streamline, in contrast, performs close (within 1%) to Optimal and SA2 in all instances. The performance advantage of Streamline is attributed to the heuristic algorithm in which we take into account computation and communication requirements of different stages as well as dynamic resource availability. We have observed similar results for other values of $\sigma_{bw}^2$ ($0.58$, $0.76$) and 3 resource configurations for each combination of control variables.
Control variable: CPU Variance. Figure 24 shows that the communication bound kernel gives similar performance under varying computational load conditions for all the algorithms, thus confirming its communication intensive nature. We have observed similar results for other values of $\mu_p$ (0.55, 0.65) and 3 resource configurations for each combination of control variables. We have also noticed that CPU availability has little effect on the relative performance of all the algorithms for the communication bound kernel (graphs not presented here).

Through these micro measurements we establish that Streamline performs significantly better than E-Condor in general, and especially under non-uniform load conditions. Moreover, performance of Streamline is comparable (within 1%) to the Optimal and SA2 algorithms. We also establish that for a communication bound kernel, SA2 performance is better than SA1, thereby illustrating the relative importance of neighbor selection and annealing schedule strategies for communication intensive dataflow graphs.
4.4.7 Scalability

For the scalability study, we consider a video-based tracking application where multiple camera feeds are analyzed to identify any suspicious activity.

We build a representative dataflow graph for a video-based tracking application by combining our basic building blocks, Collage, EdgeDetect, MotionDetect, and FD/FR as shown in Figure 25. The application represents a scenario where streaming data from sensors are fed into an edge detector, merged near the source and are processed through successive stages of face detection, recognition and motion detection in order
to derive some higher level hypothesis.

We measure the average time taken per output data item for a 3 stage (2 EdgeD, 1 Collage), 4 stage (2 EdgeD, 1 Collage, 1 FD/FR), 7 stage (4 EdgeD, 2 Collage, 1 FD/FR) and 15 stage (8 EdgeD, 4 Collage, 2 FD/FR, 1 MotionD) dataflow graph with different algorithms. We have performed the experiments on 15 nodes (1 processor in each node) with a particular choice of control parameters ($\mu_{bw} = 0.55$, $\sigma^2_{bw} = 0.49$, $\mu_p = 0.55$, $\sigma^2_p = 0.27$) that falls within the range used in the micro measurements, so as not to bias the experiment in favor of any one particular algorithm. Because of the computational complexity of the Optimal algorithm, we did not evaluate it for the 15 stage dataflow graph.

The results (see Figure 26(a)) show that (i) because of the introduction of a computation intensive stage FD/FR, all algorithms show an increase in the average time per output data item when the number of stages increases from 3 to 4; (ii) Streamline performs close to Optimal and about 12% better than SA1 and SA2 for 4 stage dataflow graph. This degradation in Simulated Annealing performance is attributed to our neighbor selection policy when the number of resources is more than the number of stages; (iii) For the 7 stage dataflow graph, Streamline outperforms E-Condor by a factor of 2; (iv) Streamline performs close (within 1%) to Simulated Annealing algorithms even when number of stages more than doubles from 7 to 15. This demonstrates that as the number of stages increase, Streamline is able to allocate resources better by taking into account non-uniform resource availability and the application needs. We also observe that SA1 performs as good as SA2 due to the computation intensive nature of the scalability graph, consistent with our findings from the micro measurements.

Finally, we compare the relative time taken by the different scheduling algorithms for the dataflow graph presented above. We measure the scheduling time of Streamline, SA1, and SA2 for the 3, 4, 7, and 15 stage dataflow graph. We also report the
Figure 26: Results of Scalability Tests
scheduling time for the Optimal algorithm for 3, 4, and 7 stage dataflow graphs. The numbers presented in Figure 26(b) are the average over 15 consecutive scheduling runs. From Figure 26(b), we observe that Streamline has a very small execution time (91 milliseconds for 15 stage dataflow graph). The execution time of SA1 (1.6 seconds) is more than Streamline by a factor of 18, whereas SA2 takes much longer (88 seconds) for the 15 stage dataflow graph. The variance in execution time across different runs was observed to be very small (< 3.5% for SA2, < 2.5 % for SA1, and < 0.01% in case of Streamline and Optimal). We conclude that Streamline has performance comparable to SA2 (within 1%) with much smaller execution time (by a factor of 1000), making it suitable for the dynamic environment of the grid.

4.5 Related Work

Scheduling in grid has primarily focused on providing support for batch-oriented jobs (See Nabrzyski, et al. [63] for a survey of current grid schedulers). A wide variety of meta-schedulers and resource brokers using Globus Toolkit [35, 34] have been developed by other research projects such as Condor[79], Legion[19], and Nimrod-G [16]. Most of these schedulers developed out of needs to support scientific batch-oriented applications. As we mentioned earlier, such schedulers do not address the needs of streaming applications. However, through the E-Condor architecture we have shown how these batch schedulers can be used to allocate resources for streaming applications. We have used E-Condor, in addition to Optimal and Simulated Annealing algorithms, as a baseline scheduler in experimental evaluation of Streamline.

Middleware efforts for streaming applications have started gaining attention in the grid community only recently. GATES [21] provides middleware-support for dynamically adapting a streaming application based on the observed processing rates in individual stages. A companion paper [20] describes a middleware for deploying the
stages of a generic application, processing stream data, to grid resources. The middleware uses the available communication bandwidth among the nodes to determine an assignment that will result in the best use of the resources under the assumption that earlier stages of the pipeline would need more communication bandwidth. Streamline is a more comprehensive framework for scheduling a streaming application taking into account the application characteristics as well as the computational resources available from the grid.

At some level, coarse-grain dataflow graphs of streaming applications resemble task-graphs that have been the focus of multiprocessor scheduling work from the 70’s. The objective in task-graph scheduling is to minimize the total execution time of the application (represented as a task-graph) on a multiprocessor. The classical approach, called list scheduling [6, 24], (and its variants [39, 70, 37, 53, 82]), creates an ordered list of task-graph nodes by assigning them priorities based on certain properties. These priorities are then used to assign the tasks to processors such that each task is started at the earliest possible time commensurate with its priority. The specifics of the algorithms vary in the way priorities are assigned to task-graph nodes. The scheduling of streaming applications on the grid differs from task-graph schedulers in many ways. First, streaming applications are continuous in nature; therefore, all the stages of the application have to be scheduled to run concurrently. Second, the grid framework does not allow the level of control over the individual resources (for e.g., the operating system scheduler on a node) as assumed by such multiprocessor scheduling work. Third, there could be significant non-uniformity of computational resources (processing and communication bandwidths) leading to additional complexity in resource allocation.

Service composition for streaming applications has also received attention recently. SpiderNet [40] and a related paper [55] address QoS aware service composition problem for a dataflow graph in a Peer to Peer environment. SpiderNet [40] presents
a distributed framework for service composition and includes algorithms for service discovery, QoS aware service composition, and failure recovery. A related work [55] presents service composition algorithms for dataflow graphs with multiple sources and sinks. We address the problem of node selection for each stage of the dataflow graph whereas the research presented in these two papers address the issue of service selection for composition (assuming that individual services are already deployed). Therefore, Streamline can be used for initial service deployment and complement the above related works. We have also evaluated Streamline through an implementation in Globus Toolkit running on wide area network.

Stream processing has also been the focus of recent database research [23, 5, 13, 18]. Tools and techniques for the efficient handling of “continuous queries” on stream data are the objectives in such work, while our work focuses on scheduling streaming applications on grid resources.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have presented a scheduling heuristic, Streamline[8, 9], that takes as input (a) computation and communication requirements of the various stages of a streaming application represented as a coarse-grain dataflow graph, (b) any application-specified constraints, and (c) the current resource (processing and bandwidth) availability. We have designed Streamline over an existing grid framework using Globus Toolkit [35].

I have compared Streamline with an Optimal placement and Simulated Annealing algorithms. In addition, to serve as a baseline for a comparative study, I also developed a streaming scheduling framework, called E-Condor, built using existing grid scheduler Condor[79]. We have performed experimental studies and shown that Streamline performs close (within 1%) to Optimal and outperforms E-Condor by nearly an order of magnitude on compute-bound kernels under non-uniform CPU
availability, and by a factor four on communication-bound kernels under non-uniform network bandwidth availability. Through two different choices of parameters for Simulated Annealing, I also show that the choice of neighbor selection and annealing schedule of a Simulated Annealing algorithm have a more profound impact for a communication intensive dataflow graph than for a computation intensive dataflow graph. The study has also shed light on the scalability of Streamline for large-scale streaming applications and shows that Streamline performs close (within 1%) to Simulated Annealing algorithm, with much smaller scheduling time (by a factor of 1000).

While this chapter presented Streamline scheduling algorithm for allocating high performance computing resources, the experiments were conducted using controlled environment to demonstrate the performance advantage of our scheduling heuristic. As mentioned previously, the resources required for a streaming application are typically distributed in a wide area environment. In the next chapter, I share my experience and experiment results from using Streamline in a wide area environment.
CHAPTER V

USING STREAMLINE IN A WIDE AREA ENVIRONMENT

In prior chapters, I presented a uniform programming abstraction (DFuse[52, 69]) and a runtime resource allocation mechanism (Streamline[8, 9]) for data streaming applications. Both these contributions make it easier to develop streaming applications in a heterogeneous and dynamic environment. In the last chapter, I presented the performance of Streamline in a controlled environment. However, it is clear that accesses to wide area environment resources are required for streaming applications. Wide area environment presents challenges because of the following reasons: (i) resources are shared by multiple users among multiple applications; (ii) The resources are not under any centralized control; (iii) The resource availability changes frequently.

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of Streamline scheduler in a wide area environment, I implement Streamline as a grid service in Globus Toolkit[35, 34] and evaluate the schedule generated by Streamline using Planetlab[68] resources. Planetlab provides a shared platform for distributed experiments, therefore, the resource availability is highly variable. Our intent in using Planetlab is twofold:

1. To demonstrate that Streamline can be implemented as a grid service facilitating the allocation of resources and launch of streaming applications from a high level specification.

2. To carry out a performance study of Streamline under conditions of dynamic resource availability and compare the performance to Simulated Annealing algorithm for compute and communication bound kernels. The performance study uses a large dataflow graph to understand the scalability of Streamline. Further,
unlike the controlled load conditions used in the previous chapter, the experiments on Planetlab use real resource availability information by contacting various other grid services configured on each machine.

I implement Streamline as a grid service on Planetlab[68] and conduct experiments using sixteen nodes of Planetlab. The study demonstrates that Streamline facilitates the allocation of resources and launch of streaming applications from a high level specification. My experimental results on Planetlab platform confirm that Streamline service performs close to Simulated Annealing (within 1%) under dynamic resource conditions.

I present the Streamline platform architecture in Section 5.1 and describe my implementation using grid services in Section 5.2. Experimental results are presented in Section 5.3 and I conclude in Section 5.4.

5.1 Architecture

Figure 27 shows the Streamline testbed and interaction of Streamline with other services. Streamline scheduling service runs on a single node of Planetlab and collects resource information from other nodes using other services. Once a dataflow graph is submitted to Streamline, Streamline contacts (i) Network Weather Service [88] for dynamic CPU load and end-to-end bandwidth information; and (ii) Ganglia [59] through Grid Information Service [26] (part of Globus Toolkit) for collecting static resource information (such as CPU speed). Once resource information is collected, Streamline scheduler performs the resource selection for each stage of the dataflow graph using the scheduling algorithm described in Chapter 4. After that, Streamline uses the job description files to submit each individual stage of the dataflow graph to a Grid Resource Allocation and Management (GRAM) [27] grid service running on the corresponding machine. GRAM service uses the job description file to launch the job on the allocated host. Once all the stages are launched on the allocated machine,
the application stages use a registry service to discover each other and establish connections according to the dataflow graph specification.

![Diagram of Streamline Testbed](image)

**Figure 27:** Streamline Testbed

Please note that after Streamline launches the application stages on the allocated machines, the stages are free to use any communication protocol. The application specific registry is used to discover the locations of the stages, and after that the stages communicate using an application specific protocol.

### 5.2 Implementation

We select sixteen Planetlab nodes (as shown in Figure 28) as our experimental platform. As part of our implementation, we installed and configured all the necessary software (such as Globus Toolkit[35], Ganglia[59], Network Weather Service[88]) on the sixteen nodes of Planetlab. For collecting static information about the resources,
a SAX parser was used to parse through the query results provided by Grid Information Service and communicate the necessary information (such as hostname, available memory, OS, IP address) to the Streamline service. Network Weather Service (NWS)[88] was used to get real-time information about the available CPU and end-to-end bandwidth between the machines. We wrapped C implementation of the NWS APIs using Java Native Interface (JNI) and deployed it as a grid service.

![Figure 28: Planetlab Nodes Used for Experiments](image)

We created grid services for Streamline and Simulated Annealing (SA2, described in Section 4.4) scheduling algorithms. As we observed in Section 4.4, Simulated Annealing performs close to Optimal and is used as a benchmark for comparison with Streamline. Both Streamline and Simulated Annealing services interact with other services for gathering resource availability information and for launching jobs after scheduling. The inputs to the schedulers are (i) a job description file and (ii) a dataflow graph specification file. The job description file is passed by Streamline to GRAM[27] to launch jobs, and the dataflow specification file is used by Streamline for scheduling. The computation and communication requirements of the various stages are fixed at the start of each experiment, as determined by application profiling and shown in Table 4 in Chapter 4.
5.3 Experimental Setup

In order to model the CPU usage for each stage of the dataflow graph, we use x86 assembly language instructions that consume CPU cycles commensurate with the numbers reported in Table 4 for each of the functions on a lightly loaded machine. The actual computation time is dependent on the load on the machine. Similarly, the stages communicated data according to the communication requirements in Table 4. In contrast to our experiments in Section 4.4, we do not model resource availability since the Planetlab shared environment has dynamism in resource availability. Therefore, we use actual computation and communication commensurate with the numbers in Table 4 for our experiments.

In order for the stages to be executed on the allocated machines after scheduling, the application code and input data need to be transferred to the executing machine. In our testbed of sixteen machines, we pre-loaded all the hosts with the executable code, and passed the locations of the executable in a job description file to Streamline. Since our goal was to evaluate the scheduling heuristic, we adopted this simple solution for our testbed. In a production environment, grid services can be used for file staging before a job is launched on the allocated machine.

5.3.1 Micro Measurements

We use the same compute bound (Figure 17) and communication bound (Figure 21) kernels for our micro measurements on Planetlab. We selected six nodes of Planetlab for our micro measurements. A separate Planetlab machine is used for running the scheduling services. For each kernel, we use Streamline and Simulated Annealing as the scheduling algorithms for comparison. The metric for comparison is the average time taken per output data item averaged over 100 data items. We run the experiments once every thirty minute for a four hour period in order to observe the effect of any changes in the environment. We use the time when we run the experiment
as the control variable on the x-axis. Therefore, we have eight data points for each experiment. Based on the observed resource availability, we also compute the mean and variance in processing and bandwidth availability for each experimental run.

![Figure 29: Micro Measurements using Compute Bound Kernel on Planetlab](image)

As can be seen from Figure 29, Streamline performs close to Simulated Annealing for compute bound kernel.

For communication bound kernel (Figure 30), we observe that Streamline even outperforms our Simulated Annealing algorithm for some instances. We believe that the poor performance of Simulated Annealing is due to the variability in resource conditions between the separate runs.

In Figure 31, we show the observed mean and variances in CPU and bandwidth availability across the six nodes used for this experiment. As can be seen from the figure, the mean and variance of CPU availability remain stable throughout the four hours we run these experiments. Although the mean in bandwidth availability remains stable, we observe that the variance in bandwidth availability is unstable. We believe this variance in bandwidth availability to be the reason for the relatively poor
performance of Simulated Annealing for communication bound kernel. The transient load conditions on Planetlab resources lead to one instance where Streamline performs worse compared to other times in Figure 30.

![Figure 30: Micro Measurements using Communication Bound Kernel on Planetlab](image)

### 5.3.2 Scalability

We use the 15 stage dataflow graph (Figure 25) for our scalability experiment. We measure the average time taken per output data item for a 3 stage (2 EdgeD, 1 Collage), 4 stage (2 EdgeD, 1 Collage, 1 FD/FR), 7 stage (4 EdgeD, 2 Collage, 1 FD/FR), and 15 stage (8 EdgeD, 4 Collage, 2 FD/FR, 1 MotionD) dataflow graph with Streamline algorithm. The experiments were performed on 15 Planetlab nodes. We use an additional Planetlab node for running the scheduling services.

From Figure 32, we observe that the effect of increasing the number of stages on Streamline schedule is similar to our earlier experiment in Figure 26(a). The average time per output data item increases when the number of stages increases from 3 to 4 due to the introduction of a compute intensive FD/FR stage. Streamline performance
slowly degrades as the number of stages is increased to 15.

![Figure 31: Mean and Variance of Observed Resource Availability in Planetlab](image)

For comparison, we also run Simulated Annealing algorithm for the 15 stage dataflow graph and observe that while Streamline schedule takes 41.31 seconds, Simulated Annealing schedule takes 42 seconds for average time per output data item. This validates that Streamline performs close to the computationally intensive Simulated Annealing algorithm for large dataflow graph in a wide area environment.
we use Simulated Annealing for only the 15 stage dataflow graph for validating the scalability of Streamline, the single data point for Simulated Annealing is not shown in Figure 32.

5.4 Conclusion

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of Streamline scheduler in a wide area environment, I implement Streamline as a grid service in Globus Toolkit and automate the execution of streaming application dataflow graph from a high level specification. I evaluate the schedule generated by Streamline on Planetlab[68] resources and confirm that Streamline performs close to Simulated Annealing algorithm under dynamic resource availability.

While Streamline does the placement for such streaming applications well (in both controlled and wide area environment), it is clear that the application dynamics may result in the computation and communication characteristics of the application changing over time. Perhaps even the dataflow graph of the application could change over time with the addition and deletion of new stages to the pipeline. If the application characteristics that are profiled and used in the placement are considered the “typical” (for e.g., mean) values for the respective stages, then the mapping given by Streamline would result in an acceptable level of performance despite this dynamism. Nonetheless, It is important to consider the impact of the application dynamism and the consequent adaptation of the scheduling heuristic. In the next chapter, I describe my solutions for dynamic resource management.
6.1 Motivation

In prior chapters, I described Streamline scheduling heuristic [8, 9] that makes it easier to allocate high performance computing resources for a data streaming application. However, application and resource dynamism may require re-evaluation of the mapping generated by Streamline in order to deliver required QoS to the application. The dynamism arises primarily for the following reasons: (i) resource availability in the Grid changes with resources being added or removed from the target environment; and (ii) the initial estimate of application requirement may change as a result of the computation being performed. For instance, in the distributed surveillance application, the computation and communication requirements of a particular node may change based on the amount of activity in the area being monitored. Since it is critical to identify events as soon as they happen, the resource management system needs to adapt the scheduling decisions based on the dynamism.

In this chapter, I address the dynamism that comes from changes in application requirements or resource availability. The application data-flow graph may also change with addition and deletion of new stages to the graph; however, addressing such changes to the dataflow graph are outside the scope of this dissertation.

In chapter 3, I have summarized how DFuse addresses the dynamism in sensor network environment via fusion point migration and algorithms for role assignment that take power consumption and data transmission cost into account. There are architectural similarities between dynamic scheduling described in this chapter and DFuse. For example, both start with an initial placement algorithm followed by
subsequent adaptation based on observed dynamism in the environment (based on cost functions). However, the algorithms in this chapter focus on specific requirements in allocating high performance computing resources. I use Streamline as the initial placement algorithm. Also the cost function used in this chapter takes into account computation and communication requirements of the application, whereas, in DFuse, communication and power consumption played key roles in migration decisions. In addition, I use a feedback loop in the dynamic scheduling algorithm to adapt the result of the scheduling based on application feedback. This work builds on top of the Streamline work described in previous chapters.

### 6.2 Problem Statement

I consider the same system model as described in Section 4.1 but add dynamism to application requirements. The estimate of the execution cost \((w_i)\) of stage \(s_i\) and the estimate of data transmission cost \((c_{i,j})\) for edge \((i,j)\) may change with time. In addition, the target computing environment may change based on usage of shared resources. I use the information service [26] and the Network Weather Service (NWS) [88] to discover current resource availability.

The objective function of the dynamic scheduling problem is to provide the best possible throughput (the rate at which data items are produced by the output stage) throughout the lifetime of the application. The dynamic scheduler should also minimize the overhead of making the scheduling decision.

### 6.3 Requirements

In this section, I describe some of the system requirements for dynamic resource management.
6.3.1 High Availability

In the design space of possible dynamic scheduling algorithms, at one extreme, there are algorithms that would require stopping the application periodically for a certain amount of time. During this time period, scheduling decision can be made again based on the new data available, and the application dataflow graph is instantiated again. At the other end of the spectrum, there are solutions that do not require stopping the application at any point. If it takes very small amount of time to stop the application, make the scheduling decision, and restart the application (perhaps for small dataflow graphs), the first extreme may be perfectly reasonable. However, because of the real-time requirements, such a solution would be infeasible even for a reasonably sized dataflow graph. Ensuring high availability is a key requirement for this application class because of the time critical nature of the decisions being made.

6.3.2 Preserving Application State

Vision processing applications typically build various models (such as a model of the background) based on observed data in order to identify interesting events. Each stage of the application has an associated state. Any dynamic adjustment to the scheduling decision needs to preserve the application state even when an application stage is migrated to a new node.

6.3.3 Correctness

The correctness requirement of these applications can be formulated as: “interesting events should be identified as soon as they happen”. For example, an application may skip processing certain frames based on its logic and results from prior computation; however, the system should not drop frames while it is making dynamic scheduling decisions in the absence of any special hints from the application. Dropping data may lead to missing interesting events and is unacceptable.
6.3.4 Common Abstractions

Developing streaming applications is difficult because of all the challenges involved in distributed programming. Providing a common abstractions that would allow automated dynamic scheduling decisions for these applications would make it easier for domain experts to build them.

6.3.5 Handling Failures

Various kind of failures (such as node failures, network failure, application QoS failure) are possible during the lifetime of an application. Any system should be designed keeping in mind possible failure scenarios.

6.4 System Architecture

A solution to the dynamic scheduling problem consists of (i) monitoring, (ii) algorithm for making re-scheduling decisions, and (iii) adjusting the application dataflow graph based on the results from the scheduling algorithm.

![Dynamic Scheduling System Architecture](image)

**Figure 33:** Dynamic Scheduling System Architecture

6.4.1 Monitoring

Monitoring is an inherent component of a dynamic scheduler. Monitoring can be done at different granularity with or without application support. Monitoring infrastructure determines when resources are under-utilized or over-utilized. It also determines
when the application can make use of additional resources.

Since one of our goal is to use existing grid functionality, I use the grid information service [26] to query static information (machine architecture, CPU speed, amount of memory, and hardware configuration) about available resources. I use Network Weather Service (NWS) [88] to obtain dynamic information (such as estimate of available processing cycles and end-to-end network bandwidth) about the resources.

I assume that current computation and communication requirements for each stage of the application are made available. This information may either be provided by each stage of the application in the form of resource properties, or it can be inferred automatically based on the input/output buffer sizes and the processing rates of the different stages of the application dataflow graph.

6.4.2 Making Rescheduling Decision

Given that the application requirements and resource availability are available continuously, one of the challenges is in deciding when the scheduling decision is re-evaluated. Following are some of the design choices:

(i) Periodic Evaluation: The scheduling decision can be evaluated periodically with statically or dynamically determined period. Having a very small re-evaluation period will allow the application to adapt quickly to the dynamic environment; however, it would lead to higher overhead (algorithm overhead and stage migration overhead) in the presence of limited dynamism. On the other hand, having a high re-evaluation period has less overhead, but may not adapt to the dynamism of the environment. The re-evaluation period can itself be dynamically adjusted based on observed changes in the environment.

(ii) Application QoS Triggered Scheduling: The application can trigger a new scheduling decision based on the degradation in the quality of service. As another
alternative, the system infrastructure may monitor the application QoS and trigger a scheduling decision whenever the application QoS falls below a threshold.

(iii) Central Decision Vs. Distributed Decision: In one approach, a central policy can decide when to re-evaluate the scheduling decision. In another possible approach, each node of the dataflow graph could independently decide when to re-evaluate the scheduling decision based on locally observed application QoS. A distributed decision model is highly scalable as the dataflow graph size increases.

Our system architecture uses a distributed decision model where each node of the dataflow graph decides how frequently the scheduling decision should be made. Each node makes this decision based on locally observed data and a cost function. I compare this approach with a centralized decision model where Streamline is used periodically to make scheduling decisions.

6.4.3 Programming Abstraction to Facilitate Dynamic Scheduling

Our system model for dynamic scheduling assumes that each application stage is represented as a service. The individual service will need to be restarted on the newly allocated node after migration. Streaming applications also require establishing appropriate input/output connections once migration is complete. There may be data in-transit between the stages; the migration infrastructure needs to ensure that none of the data in-transit is lost.

I address the above issues as follows: (i) In case the application service is not running on the new node, the service code is downloaded and instantiated. The migration algorithm takes into account the cost of service instantiation in making its migration decision; (ii) I use application provided entry-points in order to start the migrated services on the new nodes and establish input/output connections. In order for the system to make dynamic scheduling decision, I assume that an application implements certain well-designed entry-points that can be used by the resource
management system. In particular, our system architecture requires the following entry-points to be provided by an application:

**initialize(state):** Every stage of the dataflow graph implements an initialize function that takes in serialized state information about the stage. This state information can be used by the application to reconstruct its state once the stage is migrated to a new node.

**captureState():** The scheduling infrastructure can call the captureState function in order to capture the state of the application stage. This state is transferred to the new node as a result of the scheduling algorithm evaluation.

**start(inputs, outputs):** This function is used to start computation on the dataflow graph. Each stage consists of gathering data from the input, processing the data, and sending the data to the output stage. The scheduling infrastructure provides the input and output connections to a stage as specified by the application dataflow graph.

**stop():** This function is called by the resource management system to stop the computations being performed by a particular application stage. Once this entry-point is called, the application stops gathering data from the input stage and only completes processing the current data. Once the current data processing is finished (or a timeout is reached), the system calls captureState to capture the application stage data, migrate the stage to the new node and restarts the computation after establishing the input/output pipeline.

The dynamic scheduler uses these application entry-points in order to initialize and restart the application services on the new nodes. In order to ensure that no data stream is lost during migration, I use a hand-off protocol. The original node will continue running the service until migration is complete, and will forward any unprocessed data to the new service node after migration. This protocol is necessary in order to ensure that service migration happens seamlessly.
When an application stage is being migrated to a new node, no “useful” work is being performed. Various optimizations are possible to overlap “migration time” with the computation being performed on the old node. For example, the application state can be migrated in parallel, and the stage can be instantiated on the new node in parallel. Before starting the computation on the new node, any possible additional state could also be sent. Evaluating the trade-offs in these optimization policies is part of future work.

6.4.4 Scheduling Algorithm

I evaluate the following scheduling algorithms: (i) Centralized Streamline algorithm that re-evaluates the scheduling decision periodically, and (ii) a distributed algorithm where each node dynamically decides on the best possible placement of its computation based on local information and a cost function. I use the static placement generated by Streamline as the baseline and compare the overhead as well as observed QoS for these two scheduling algorithms using controlled experiments.

6.4.4.1 Periodic Streamline Algorithm

As shown in chapter 4, Streamline algorithm does a good job with the initial placement of the streaming application dataflow graph. However, the initial placement of streamline may become sub-optimal as resource availability changes. Therefore, I use the periodic Streamline algorithm to address the dynamism in the environment. In this approach, Streamline algorithm is run periodically at a central location. The algorithm starts with a fixed periodic evaluation, and adapts the period based on the observed QoS of the application.

Based on the results from the re-evaluation of the Streamline algorithm, stages are migrated to new nodes. The application dataflow graph is stopped for a brief period while the migration is in process. Both the computation and data associated with each stage are packaged and migrated to the new node.
Periodic Streamline is a centralized algorithm and does not satisfy the high availability goal mentioned earlier. However, it provides a good baseline for dynamic scheduling algorithm performance. Moreover, when the dataflow graph is small, the overhead of this algorithm may be acceptable. Through experiments, I compare the performance of this algorithm with the one time placement generated using Streamline.

6.4.4.2 Distributed Dynamic Scheduling Algorithm

Periodic streamline algorithm is centralized and can have high overhead. In order to address the limitations of the periodic Streamline algorithm, I propose a distributed scheduling algorithm. Each node of the dataflow graph computes the cost and benefit of migrating each of the computation on its node to a neighbor based on a cost function. Expected benefit of migrating the computation to a neighboring node is determined by calculating estimated throughput on the new node and the throughput on the current node. The throughput on a node is estimated by calculating the time it will take to process a single frame (similar to the Streamline algorithm).

The cost \(A(n_j, s_i)\) of allocating a resource node \(n_j \in R\) to a stage \(s_i\) is computed by summing up the estimated computation and communication cost (in time units) for this particular assignment and is represented as

\[
A(n_j, s_i) = \frac{ecycles_i}{\text{proc}_j} + \sum_{s_k \in \text{pred}(s_i)} \frac{ecomm_{k,i}}{b_{k,i}} + \sum_{s_k \in \text{succ}(s_i)} \frac{ecomm_{i,k}}{b_{i,k}}
\]

where \(ecycle_i\) is an estimate of the average amount of CPU cycles required by stage \(s_i\); \(\text{proc}_j\) is an estimate of the available CPU cycles on node \(n_j\) per second; \(ecomm_{i,k}\) is the average amount of data transfer (in bytes) from stage \(s_i\) to stage \(s_k\); and \(b_{i,j}\) is an estimate of available end-to-end network bandwidth (in bytes per second) between node \(n_i\) and node \(n_j\). The cost function \(A\) captures the time it takes by a particular stage to process a single data item on a particular node by summing up the computation and communication time.
The benefit of migration is calculated as the difference in the cost function on the new node Vs. the current node. Each node of the dataflow graph periodically gathers resource availability information from its neighboring nodes, and calculates the benefit of migration to one of the neighbors. If the benefit exceeds a predetermined threshold, the node initiates an “intention to migrate the computation” to the new node by sending a message to the new node. The new node may accept or deny the request based on all the requests it receives. Upon receiving confirmation from the new node within a specific timeout period, the migration process is started using a hand-off protocol. Once the migration is complete, the node instantiates the computation on the new node using the application provided entry-points mentioned earlier.

Each node of the dataflow graph computes the cost of migrating its computations on various neighbors. Based on the cost function, a given node decides the best node and migrates the stage to the best node. Because of the possible time delay between migrating a stage and the decision made for migration, it is possible that more than one stage decides to migrate the computation to the same node thereby degrading overall throughput of the application. In order to prevent this, the new node makes the final decision about which stage it accepts based on the expected gain in overall application quality of service. If admitting the new stage of the dataflow graph exceeds the resources of the node, the migration is denied and the original node sends its intention to migrate to the second best node, and so on.

The overhead of migration is calculated as the sum of the cost of migration, the cost of scheduling, the cost of initializing the computation on a new node, and the cost of connection establishment. Since streaming applications are long running applications, the migration overhead can be amortized over the expected gain, provided that the estimated bandwidth and CPU availability on the new node is sustainable over a relatively long period. Therefore, I take the estimate of available network and bandwidth availability on a new node over a minimum time period. Also in order to
avoid thrashing, I define a minimum time period for which a stage must be running on the current node before it can be rescheduled. This period is determined by the migrating node based on the scheduling overhead. In addition, I define a minimum quality of service threshold below which an application stage may force migration of the computation to a new node in order to avoid being stuck in a local minima for too long.

6.4.4.3 Feedback to Scheduling Algorithm

Various configuration parameters affect the performance of the distributed dynamic scheduling algorithm. Some of the configuration parameters are: (i) the periodicity with which each node re-evaluates the scheduling decision; (ii) the minimum expected gain in application quality of service that triggers stage migration; and (iii) the minimum duration for which a stage needs to run on a particular node before it may re-evaluate the scheduling decision. In our system architecture, each of these parameters has a fixed value in the beginning. However, each of these parameters is adapted dynamically based on application feedback and observed performance of a node. Each stage of the dataflow graph dynamically adapts these parameters based on local information.

6.4.5 Failure Handling

Failures can be handled either by a central policy or a distributed policy. From the point of view of scalability, I discuss a few distributed policies to handle various types of failures.

(i) Application stage migration failure: Failure during migration of an application stage is handled by the system architecture. The original node monitors the new node until the application processing starts. If the application stage is not started on the new node within a specified time period, the original node tears down the computation on the new node and takes charge of the stage again.
(ii) Node and Network failures: Node failures can be handled by our system by active monitoring of node status and a distributed co-ordination protocol among different nodes of the dataflow graph. Our work focuses on evaluating the scheduling algorithm trade-offs. Adapting the scheduling decision based on node and network failures is part of future work.

(iv) application QoS failures: Our scheduling algorithm is triggered based on application QoS failures. For example, whenever application throughput goes below a threshold, the scheduling decision is re-evaluated. Application QoS failures can be either determined by the system automatically or can be specified by the application to the resource management system.

6.4.6 Discussion

I have presented three different scheduling algorithms so far: (i) static Streamline, (ii) periodic Streamline, and (iii) the distributed scheduling algorithm. The static Streamline algorithm does one time placement of streaming application dataflow graph and is expected to perform well only when the application requirements and resource availability are static. The periodic Streamline is expected to provide better performance by re-evaluating the scheduling decision periodically. However, the periodic Streamline algorithm may lead to high overhead because the complete dataflow graph may be re-instantiated as a result of scheduling decision. The distributed scheduling algorithm is expected to be more scalable as the size of a dataflow graph increases.

Since the distributed scheduling algorithm makes local decisions (unlike the periodic Streamline algorithm), the resulting schedule may get stuck in local minima. To address this issue, each node of the dataflow graph forces migration to a new node (even if the expected cost of running the computation on new node is higher) if the application quality of service goes below a configurable threshold. In addition, in
order to avoid oscillations, a migrated stage must run for a minimum amount of time (configurable) on the new node before it is considered for rescheduling. The configuration parameters of the algorithm can themselves be dynamically adapted. Evaluating the impacts of these configuration parameters is an avenue for future work.

### 6.5 Evaluation

**Periodic Streamline** I implement the periodic streamline algorithm as a grid service. One central host runs this algorithm periodically and calculates the incremental benefit of the new schedule compared to the current schedule. I use the grid information service [26] to query static information (machine architecture, CPU speed, amount of memory, and hardware configuration) about available resources and Network Weather Service (NWS) [88] to obtain dynamic information (such as estimate of available processing cycles and end-to-end network bandwidth) about the resources. Also the algorithm takes as input, the current application requirements for each stage of the dataflow graph. Based on these inputs, the Streamline algorithm is run and the incremental benefit (improvement in application throughput) is calculated. If the benefit exceeds a pre-determined threshold, application stages are migrated to the new nodes and the connections are re-established.

In order to simplify the scheduling period decision, I assume that each node of the dataflow graph makes a periodic scheduling decision or re-evaluates the decision based on feedback from the application. I do not evaluate dynamic adjustment to the scheduling re-evaluation period as part of this work.

**Distributed Scheduling Algorithm** The distributed scheduling algorithm is implemented as a separate service that runs on each node of the dataflow graph. This service takes current resource availability of the neighboring nodes, and the current application requirements as input and takes care of instantiating application
stages on appropriate nodes, monitoring the performance of the application, making distributed scheduling decisions, and migrating the stage to a selected new node. My current implementation is limited to evaluating the performance of the dynamic scheduling algorithm. Therefore, it focuses on re-evaluating scheduling decision periodically and evaluating the application performance once stages are migrated to the new nodes. Evaluating the performance of stage migration (using application provided entry-points) is an area for future research.

For evaluating the performance of the dynamic scheduling algorithms, I borrow ideas from the Streamline algorithm evaluation in section 4.4. I use the compute and communication bound kernel under various resource configurations to quantify the benefits of periodic Streamline and distributed scheduling algorithm over static Streamline.

6.5.1 Micro Measurements

I use the same compute and communication bound kernels used in Section 4.4.6 for micro measurements. The scheduling algorithms (static Streamline, periodic Streamline, and distributed algorithm) map the 4 stages of the pipeline to the 4 nodes of the cluster. As mentioned earlier, I assign the settings (CPU load and network contention) on the processor and the links commensurate with the control variables for a particular resource configuration. The metric for comparison of different scheduling algorithms is the average time taken per output data item averaged over 100 data items. The distributed algorithm has a minimum threshold of 5% performance improvement before migrating a particular stage.

6.5.1.1 Compute-Bound Kernel

Figure 34 shows the compute-bound kernel. The dataflow graph consists of the following functions: (i) Collage: A simple concatenation of two images to produce a composite output; (ii) EdgeDetect: An algorithm to determine the boundaries of
objects in an image; (iii) **MotionDetect**: An algorithm that computes the magnitude and centroid of inter-frame differences in images to derive inferences on motion; and (iv) **FD/FR**: A compute-intensive algorithm to detect and recognize faces in an image that is based on skin tone analysis. I compare the performance of the 3 algorithms as resource availability is changed between various configurations picked from Section 4.4.

![Figure 34: Compute-bound Kernel](image)

![Figure 35: Performance of Different Scheduling Algorithms on Compute-Bound Kernel](image)
As shown in Figure 35, the performance of static Streamline algorithm varies greatly as resource configuration is changed. On X-axis, I show five different resource configurations. The resource configurations vary in their CPU and bandwidth availability and are picked at random from the various resource configurations I experimented with in Section 4.4. On the Y-axis, I plot the throughput of the application measured by the execution time (in seconds) for producing a single data item. As can be seen, periodic Streamline is able to deliver a consistent application performance by re-evaluating the scheduling decision periodically and allocating best possible resources for each configuration. In one configuration, periodic Streamline is able to perform six times better than static Streamline. The performance of distributed algorithm is indistinguishable from the periodic Streamline algorithm because the dataflow graph is small.

![Graph showing number of stages migrated by different scheduling algorithms](image)

**Figure 36:** Number of Stages Migrated by Different Scheduling Algorithms on Compute-Bound Kernel

In Figure 36, I show the overhead of the different algorithms as measured by the number of stages that are migrated as resource configurations change (while application requirements remain the same). As resource configuration is changed, each
algorithm requires different number of stages to be migrated. The static Streamline algorithm, by definition, has zero overhead because it does not re-evaluate the scheduling decision. On the other hand, periodic Streamline may require the complete dataflow graph to be re-instantiated as resource configuration changes. As shown in Figure 36, periodic Streamline algorithm has 50% more overhead (requiring 3 stages to be migrated) than the distributed algorithm (requiring 2 stages to be migrated) as resource configurations change from configuration 2 to 3 and from configuration 3 to 4. This demonstrates that the distributed algorithm is able to achieve similar performance as periodic Streamline but with much less overhead for compute-bound kernel.

6.5.1.2 Communication-Bound Kernel

![Figure 37: Communication-bound Kernel](image)

Figure 37 shows the communication-bound kernel used for this set of micro measurements. In this kernel, a synthetic Filter function is used. The filter function receives large amounts of data (video images plus their boundaries) from two edge detectors. The filter function selects the subset of the input to send on to a motion detector for higher level inference.
Figure 38: Performance of Different Scheduling Algorithms on Communication-Bound Kernel

Figure 39: Number of Stages Migrated by Different Scheduling Algorithms on Compute-Bound Kernel
Figure 38 shows the performance of the different algorithms for the communication-bound kernel. The results confirm that the performance of static Streamline algorithm varies greatly as resource configuration is changed. But periodic Streamline is able to deliver a consistent application performance by re-evaluating the scheduling decision periodically and allocating best possible resources for each configuration. Moreover, performance of the distributed algorithm is very close to the performance of periodic Streamline algorithm.

Figure 39 shows the overhead of the three algorithms for communication-bound kernel. On an average across the five resource configurations evaluated, the distributed algorithm results in less number of stages to be migrated compared to the periodic Streamline algorithm. However, because of the small dataflow graph, in one instance distributed algorithm results in migration of more stages compared to periodic Streamline algorithm.

Through these micro measurements, I establish that the distributed algorithm performs close to periodic Streamline algorithm with less overhead and gives six times more throughout when compared to static Streamline for the experimental configurations. It is clear that static Streamline is not sufficient under varying resource conditions. I therefore evaluate the trade-offs between the periodic Streamline and the distributed algorithm further in the scalability study below.

6.5.2 Scalability

For the scalability study, I consider the same video-based tracking application used in Section 4.4.7. I build a representative dataflow graph for video-based tracking application by combining our basic building blocks, Collage, EdgeDetect, MotionDetect, and FD/FR as shown in Figure 40. The application represents a scenario where streaming data from sensors are fed into an edge detector, merged near the source and are processed through the successive stages of face detection, recognition and
motion detection in order to derive some higher level hypothesis.

![Figure 40: Video-based Tracking Dataflow Graph](image)

I measure the average time taken per output data item for the 15 stage (8 EdgeD, 4 Collage, 2 FD/FR, 1 MotionD) dataflow graph with the three different algorithms under four different resource configurations picked randomly between the various resource configurations experimented with earlier. The goal of the study is to evaluate the application performance under different schedules obtained by the periodic Streamline and distributed scheduling algorithm as resource configuration is changed. The experiments are performed on 15 nodes (1 processor in each node) of a cluster.
Figure 41: Scalability of Different Scheduling Algorithms

Figure 42: Overhead of Different Scheduling Algorithms
Figure 41 shows the performance of periodic Streamline and the distributed algorithm under different resource configurations. As can be seen from the figure, the distributed scheduling algorithm performs close to (within 5%) the periodic Streamline algorithm under all resource configurations.

Figure 42 shows the overhead (as measured by number of stages migrated) of the periodic Streamline and the distributed scheduling algorithms. As can be seen from the graph, periodic Streamline results in very high overhead requiring the complete dataflow graph to be re-instantiated in certain cases (as resource configuration changes from one to two and again from three to four). On the other hand, the distributed algorithm is able to deliver acceptable performance with much less overhead (7.5 times less overhead requiring only two stages to be migrated instead of fifteen).

6.6 Related Work

Scheduling applications on multiprocessors has been studied extensively in the literature. Braun et al.[15] give an overview of different scheduling heuristics in this space. These scheduling algorithms cannot be directly applied to streaming application dataflow graphs primarily because streaming applications are continuous in nature and the complete task graph needs to be scheduled (taking into account both computation and communication requirements) to deliver the desired quality of service.

Scheduling directed acyclic graphs (DAG) has also been studied extensively in the literature in the context of homogeneous multiprocessor systems as well as in the context of heterogeneous platforms. Deelman et al.[30] provide an overview of scientific workflow systems and their capabilities. Traditional researches into scheduling workflow for grid applications have focused on optimizing the time difference between the start and finish of the sequence of tasks. The most popular approaches are the static or dynamic list scheduling algorithms based on different heuristics, such as opportunistic
load balancing (OLB), minimum execution time (MET), minimum completion time (MCT) [15], random [56], and heterogeneous earliest finish time (HEFT) [80]. The basic idea in these different approaches is to determine an order of tasks based on heuristics and schedule the tasks according to the order. Besides, there are also some meta-heuristic approaches, such as genetic algorithms (GAs) [84, 58], and simulated annealing (SA) [50]. All these algorithms focus on determining the order of the tasks in the workflow because one task needs to complete before subsequent tasks in the workflow can be started. A streaming application dataflow graph differs from these workflows because the application needs to be continuously running. Therefore, the dynamic scheduling problem for a streaming application dataflow graph needs to continuously adapt the scheduling decision for each stage of the dataflow graph based on observed quality of service of the application.

SODA [87] has design goals somewhat similar to us. It is aimed at handling complex jobs involving enormous amount of streaming data. SODA allocates resources to the admitted jobs and controls job submission. However, SODA at this point focuses on one time placement as jobs are submitted to the system whereas our focus here is dynamic adaptation of the scheduling as resource availability changes.

In [90], authors formulate the streaming application mapping problem as a modified version of graph isomorphism and present an algorithm for static scheduling. They compare the performance of their approach with Streamline algorithm and show that it performs 30% better on average by optimizing for the most bottleneck path in the dataflow graph. However, they focus primarily on static scheduling whereas I have presented a more comprehensive framework for data streaming applications.
6.7 Contributions

I make the following contributions in our dynamic scheduling work: (i) I present a system architecture for dynamic scheduling of streaming applications; (ii) I define application entry-points for seamless migration and dynamic scheduling; (iii) I compare two dynamic scheduling algorithms (periodic Streamline and distributed scheduling algorithm) and demonstrate that the distributed algorithm is able to deliver comparable performance (within 5%) to periodic Streamline algorithm with much less overhead (7.5x less overhead in the scalability study).
CHAPTER VII

UBIQSTACK: A TAXONOMY FOR A UBIQUITOUS COMPUTING SOFTWARE STACK

7.1 Motivation

In prior chapters, I presented a uniform programming abstraction as well as static and dynamic scheduling algorithms that make it easier to develop streaming applications. Data streaming applications fall within the class of ubiquitous computing applications because they utilize the ambient computing infrastructure. As a case study of such data streaming and ubiquitous applications, I contributed to the development of a software intercom that allows users throughout a home to communicate through walls and floors as if they were in the same room. Using the experience gained during the system development and by analyzing existing technologies at the time, we came up with a taxonomy of ubiquitous computing software stack called UbiqStack[61]. Through the lens of the UbiqStack taxonomy, we survey a variety of subsystems designed to be the building blocks from which sophisticated infrastructures for ubiquitous computing are assembled. Our experience shows that many of these building blocks fit neatly into one of five UbiqStack categories, each containing functionally-equivalent components. In this chapter, I describe the UbiqStack classes of subsystems and explore each in light of the experience gained over two years of active development of both ubiquitous computing applications and software infrastructures for their deployment.

A ubiquitous computing (UbiComp) environment entails (i) an extensive and complex computer architecture deployment, (ii) sophisticated conduits for dynamic data
flow and control across this architecture, and (iii) a judicious external interface facilitating user interaction with the system. A ubiquitous infrastructure acts very much like a telephone patch board i.e., a software layer which various assets are “hooked” into and where logical and physical connections between these assets are instantiated. Assets, in the broadest sense, refer to physical devices, bandwidth, processors, as well as services made available through the patch board. This analogy suggests a standard and uniform, but not necessarily central, interface. It is only through this middleware layer that the vast array of disparate assets can be brought together to create the type of rich ubiquitous applications we are excited about.

A necessary precondition for deployment of a UbiComp application is a distributed system composed of (i) computational resources including network connected sensors and actuators, and (ii) a mechanism to generalize patterns of interaction with these resources. The reusable corpora of middleware can speed the second step, but in our own experience, we have often over-extended or misused existing UbiComp middleware subsystems. A standard language for describing middleware subsystems or a simple taxonomy for classifying subsystems could aid in the identification of potential candidates for a middleware deployment. Different distributed applications, each using middleware for intra-application communication, have very diverse needs. Similarly, an individual distributed application might, at times, require very different things of middleware subsystems. In these cases, multiple, complementary middleware subsystems might be used simultaneously across a single computer architecture deployment to provide the most effective communication tools to all applications. Here the middleware taxonomy must also provide aid in choosing what multiple middleware subsystems might be deployed simultaneously to the greatest effect. To arrive at a reasonable taxonomy describing UbiComp infrastructure and to understand the possible infrastructure interactions, we begin by examining some current and potential UbiComp infrastructures such as UPnP, MediaBroker, and the GRID. By partitioning
these varied middleware subsystems into categories/ equivalence classes, it becomes possible to reason about entire infrastructures piecemeal. Thus a whole infrastructure may be evaluated in terms of its constituent parts, streamlining the evaluation process and the infrastructure’s subsequent refinement. This evaluation allows isolation of individual infrastructure system faults as well as isolation of security concerns.

In addition, standard subsystem classes can improve development of standard infrastructure, system-to-system interaction patterns. With a clearer picture of what infrastructure capabilities exist and where they are located, developers are better positioned to leverage these capabilities in their applications. Once the application requirements have been identified, developers may be able to pick existing infrastructure pieces to develop the application quickly and effectively.

This chapter proposes UbiqStack: a five-class infrastructure taxonomy based on the orthogonal functionalities of most commonly occurring subsystems. These include (i) Registration and Discovery, (ii) Service and Subscription, (iii) Data Storage and Streaming, (iv) Computation Sharing and (v) Context Management.

Figure 43 shows a visualization of our UbiqStack corresponding to top to bottom interaction between the equivalence classes. The user application is provided with the APIs for interacting with Services, Streams and Storage Locations, and Process Migration/ Distribution. Context Management Services and Ontologies are also common among all applications. This chapter continues in Section 7.2 discussing the imagined computer architecture deployment for UbiComp as well as some initial application deployment experience using middleware to bridge between application and hardware deployment. Section 7.3 details the taxonomy classes of UbiqStack. Section 7.4 discusses securing a ubiquitous computing infrastructure in UbiqStack terms. Finally, I conclude in Section 7.5.
7.2 Examining Existing Infrastructure Components

The intrinsic nature of common UbiComp applications builds on connecting distributed nodes into a over-arching application. This application might distribute itself onto multiple computers as a common Internet messaging client is deployed on multiple computers throughout the world, while each individual client connects into a larger whole that is a global messaging application. An application might also run in a single location but request and access resources available throughout its environment. As an example, a UbiComp television set-top box might request both a program stream from the cable company and display permission on an autonomous television display. The set-top box could then provide advanced television watching functionality as it routed the stream from the cable company to the television.
A common infrastructure built to support UbiComp applications must then provide the ability for applications to use computation and data resources throughout the environment. Previously we discussed UbiComp infrastructure as the combination of deployed computer hardware and the middleware stitching it together. Before we discuss the middleware subsystems running across the hardware, we will discuss the hardware deployment paradigm we are working from and our previous experiences in building applications on top of hardware deployed according to this paradigm.

7.2.1 A Deployment Paradigm

Striving toward the deployment of UbiComp applications in smart spaces, we have been developing both applications and infrastructures with a simple paradigm in mind. This paradigm is constructed of simple, modular, moderately capable computing devices being connected directly to sensors or sinks throughout a space. In this paradigm each computer can proxy access to its directly connected devices over its network interfaces. Transient devices and stationary devices are connected together abstracting over connection media to form connected graphs of computational devices. Each device then is a node in the graph.

Each of these distributed nodes will provide simple building block resources that applications might query and use. This way, an application might require a camera stream or a speaker, query for devices containing that service in the area requested, then request and use the resource. Each of these resources as well as the infrastructures exposing these resources to the outside world are managed as modular building blocks.

7.2.2 Development Case Study

Our software intercom is an example of an application built on existing hardware and middleware, deployed with the above paradigm in mind, in the Aware Home at Georgia Tech[49]. Using consumer electronics computers, microphones, speakers, and our
middleware, this software intercom allows users throughout a home to communicate through walls and floors as if they were in the same room.

In accordance with the paradigm described above, applications expose resources which other applications use. The user interacts with an intercom interface application which controls a set of modular audio applications deployed throughout the Aware Home. The user interface application projects a control-information resource which outputs current state information while the audio applications provide audio resources which stream captured audio. While running, the interface application queries the state of the audio resources and actuates end-to-end connections through its single control resource. In turn each audio application listens to the interface application’s control resource for direction.

Our initial deployment relied on one-way data streams to transfer audio information between audio inputs and outputs between audio access applications while using the same one-way data streams to distribute control information from the interface application to the audio applications. The nature of these one-way, relatively static, connections between controller and controlled made the deployment of the intercom much less dynamic than anticipated.

The intercom has been redesigned to use MediaBroker[62] as an infrastructure for low latency audio data streams and UPnP for distributing discrete control messages between a set of control applications and the audio applications they control. In this case, taking advantage of UPnP for low-bandwidth message passing allows us to apply MediaBroker to the problem it better solves - moving audio data from sources to sinks according to data requests while offloading control message handling to UPnP. UPnP has better facilities for creating the interface application’s control resource and for allowing the many audio access applications to better listen to multiple interface applications at once.

Using the strength of each subsystem and the scaffolding each offers, the job of
programming the audio application and the control application is greatly simplified. Using the standard interfaces provided by UPnP and MediaBroker cleanly, the programmer can concentrate on the individual concerns of each application and not how to translate those concerns into something the middleware can do. With a well-defined taxonomy with which to understand UbiComp middleware subsystems, implementation of this intercom would begin with brief modeling of all intra-application and inter-application interactions based on the capabilities of each middleware subsystem categories’ abilities.

### 7.3 Subsystem Category Overview

In the brief case study above, system deployment and application development were made simpler through leveraging an existing technology in the context of a novel problem. This anecdotal evidence is in fact exemplary of the benefits derived through clean separation of subsystems. As we have seen, the delineation and choosing of subsystems along functional boundaries enables us to better reason about the infrastructure as a whole as well to improve the quality of a specific application. Each of these existing subsystems filled a specific role in the development of the application and in the larger infrastructure deployment.

Similar in functionality to UPnP[47], most WebServices implementations provide the ability to make remote calls to procedure located in other applications on other hosts. We argue, then, that UPnP and WebServices provide interchangeable functionality, which means that they belong to the same category of subsystems, namely Service and Subscription, and might be fairly compared to each other when selecting the best-fit subsystem for the job at hand. In turn, their current limitations may serve as a driver for development of a more robust replacement. In turn, the high-bandwidth, low-latency streaming facilities offered by MediaBroker is what earns it its place in
a different category of subsystems, namely Data Storage and Streaming. Other sub-
systems exist to accomplish similar tasks: GnuStream [48] and D-Stampede [7] while
still other subsystems provide shared, network accessible, data stores: Coda [74] and
T-Spaces [54].

7.3.1 Registration and Discovery

At the heart of UbiqStack, registration and discovery facilitates connection of all
other UbiqStack components. Communication between applications running on top
of the distributed nodes of a UbiComp infrastructure begins with discovery of avail-
able resources. Once different applications connect, they can share descriptions of
their capabilities and begin to collaborate on higher order tasks. The Semantics of
discovering distributed resources (whatever they might be) varies along several inde-
pendent dimensions. One is whether the resource is actively published/advertised,
the other is where the resource is marked globally accessible. Another dimension is
the level of flexibility in querying.

Myriad languages, protocols, and frameworks exist for the discovery of hosts on
the network, applications running on hosts, and services and resources provided by
those applications. Common to the WebServices and UPnP world are protocols like
SSDP [38], UDDI [31], and WSDL [41]. These allow robust and systematic description
and discovery of services. Jini provides significant functionality in the area of service
discovery as well as actual resource migration once it is discovered. Many lightweight
services like DNS and LDAP provide a more static registration mechanism suitable for
resources with considerably longer lifetimes. Specialized facilities like BSDP, which
is tied to Bluetooth protocol stack, are also popular.

Evaluating registration and discovery subsystems based on their capabilities must
take into account efficiency and extensibility. Some subsystems will require strict
and complex registration as well as manual discovery and iterative search of what is
available. Other subsystems will provide functionality to automate much of this.

7.3.2 Service and Subscription

Service and subscription, the primary pillar of UbiqStack, encompasses the passing of discrete messages to accomplish distributed service registration and access. For example, an application might offer a resource capable of converting US zip codes to map images. Applications across the network can then access this resource to accomplish this. Applications might also want to know when some event happens and they might subscribe to be notified of some change. Both service and subscription rely on discrete messages being reliably passed between applications.

According to the paradigm discussed above, UbiComp applications will consist of many smaller parts that will require intra-application communication for synchronization. The discrete information exchange provided by a service and subscription subsystem allows distributed application entities to keep state between themselves and provides the necessary abstractions for setting state on adjacent nodes and being updated with their states when other nodes’ states change.

The service and subscription component must provide an extensible application programming interface. The component must also be able to scale with respect to the number of applications using the subsystem and the size of data being transferred between applications. The speed with which remote services are called and with which subscription updates are propagated is also integral to the evaluation.

A service and subscription subsystem we have discussed previously in this chapter, UPnP, is really only mediocre at message passing and has limited functionality allowing extensibility. UPnP’s scalability is also limited to a single network subnet without resorting to complex bridging technology. Context Toolkit [73] provides a service and subscription component as well as some basic context reasoning ability but it has many of the same limitations of UPnP in its inefficiency. Webservice
implementations vary greatly, but many provide very efficient messaging and fairly extensible application programming interfaces.

7.3.3 Data Storage and Streaming

Beyond the simple message passing described above, many UbiComp applications, especially those geared toward multimedia capture and access, require significant, ordered data transfer. The second UbiqStack pillar, data storage and streaming, allows distributed applications to share large amounts of data in a structured manner. For multimedia streaming, structure might emerge in the ordering of video frame delivery, while other applications might require the structure necessary to address, request and change a single value in very large data structure. A data storage and streaming component must be capable of handling significant structured data movement between distributed nodes. This data movement might involve streaming multimedia from a media provider to a media consumer or it might encompass more complex requirements for data archival and retrieval.

Streaming middleware subsystems like MediaBroker [62], GnuStream [48], Indiva [66] and D-Stampede [7] allow distributed nodes to ship streams of data to each other, while other subsystems like Server-less File Systems [10] and Coda [74] provide distributed access to common filesystems. Infrastructures like T-Spaces [54] or JavaSpaces [72] provide more generic sharable network memory. All of these classes provide access to large amounts of data in a structured manner. DFuse APIs, described in earlier chapter, also fall within this class of data storage and streaming.

Measuring the performance of a data storage and streaming subsystem might be difficult if we only take into account efficiency at providing quality of service. Many data storage and streaming subsystems provide varied types of functionality including different delivery or data set management schemes.
7.3.4 Computation Sharing

The third UbiqStack pillar, Computation sharing allows a running application to make use of remote computational resources on demand. For example, a surveillance application running on a sensor network may decide to offload complicated vision tracking components onto more capable high performance computing resources (HPC) strategically placed throughout the ubiquitous infrastructure. Furthermore, in order to accommodate mobile clients to deliver required quality of service, such computation must be allowed to move from one HPC resource to another. In order to support such unfettered, yet highly-specialized access to computing cycles, a mechanism for discovering unclaimed CPU time and dynamically scheduling computations on the HPC resources is essential.

Many tools for enabling distribution of compute-intensive tasks have emerged over the years. The scientific computing community is largely responsible for this variety. Regrettably, the focus has often been on batch processing, which alone is insufficient to support rich ubiquitous computing applications we envision. Grid computing allows controlled sharing of computation resources across many different physical organizations in order to deliver a quality of service. Open Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI) [33] has extended web services by providing standard mechanism for creating, naming and discovering grid services, providing virtualization through location transparency, and supporting integration with underlying native platform facilities. The Globus Toolkit [34] built on OGSI model, provides the middleware support needed to build grid computing applications. MPI [32], PVM [36] are some of the other tools that can be used for resource sharing within set of connected computers. These tools provide libraries for building scientific computing applications and running them on multiple computers at once. However, the capabilities of these tools don’t extend very well for streaming applications. Moreover, they don’t provide capabilities for dynamically asking additional resources or dynamic joining of
computational entities.

Facilities for computation sharing must be dynamic enough to provide for application, thread or even function migration across multiple distributed entities. Applications might want to dynamically move through the environment in order to physically follow a user. Applications might also simply want to spread computationally intensive processes to more capable elements in the environment. The tools for computation sharing should also support dynamism in terms of the resources being allocated, the computation being performed as well as the mobility of the user. The Streamline heuristic and the dynamic scheduling algorithms presented in earlier chapters address these aspects.

### 7.3.5 Context Management

A context management subsystem defines a common language to describe the context of an environment and also defines a language to discuss and describe the context state. This middleware subsystem is built on both the service and subscription components as well as the data sharing and streaming components as it will commonly differentiate streaming sensor data into discrete values. While this differentiation will happen at the ubiquitous application level, the differentiation process can be represented inside the context state.

Much of UbiComp relies on having access to a consistent view of the world so that applications might correctly actuate themselves according to the environment and those in the environment. This common context management subsystem component allows applications to keep current on the state of the world by communicating with each other in a language common to all possible applications in the space.

Important in the realm of context management, synonym and unique naming management have been studied fairly thoroughly by multiple projects under the Semantic Web [17] umbrella and also by projects like OntoWeb [77] and Context ToolKit [73].
7.4 Compartimentalizing Security with UbiqStack

The difficulty in deploying ubiquitous computing infrastructure components to enable application level communication is compounded by the need to provide secure apparatus for this communication. Envisioned ubiquitous computing applications require capture, transmission and analysis of extremely sensitive information. With video cameras capturing our every move, large data sets describing what each of us is doing, and computers ready and willing to help less capable computing devices with calculations, system security becomes paramount. Following from the traditional “CIA model” [67] of ensuring Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability, a secure ubiquitous computing infrastructure would demand that all communication remained secure and authentic.

Similar to how the UbiqStack taxonomy allows description of complex infrastructures in terms of components, we believe security is best described as a per component responsibility. While an orthogonal set of security policy standards will enable each infrastructure component to consult access control lists or key servers in a standard way, each infrastructure component requires unique security procedures which an over-arching security layer cannot handle. Each infrastructure component will implement a common security policy in some verifiable way that is meaningful to that component, but such that the composition of all the components will still retain the properties of the model and access control policy.

7.4.1 Questioning Security

The UbiqStack component categories each require that specific security concerns be addressed. Here we examine hypothetical security questions and analyze why these questions are unique to each of the UbiqStack categories.
7.4.1.1 Registration and Discovery: Can I Know If a Service or Resource Exists?

An infrastructure component providing secure registration and discovery scaffolding must address the very specific needs of applications attempting to register and later discover a service or resource online. Often simply acknowledging that you are interested in knowing something can reveal details best kept private: "Does anyone know where I can refill my prescription for heart medication?"  

7.4.1.2 Service and Subscription: Can I Call This Service?

Where the registration and discovery infrastructure component had the specific duty to ensure only legitimate parties could communicate, the service and subscription infrastructure component must protect all communications related to the discrete message interchange of remote service calls and subscription delivery. Beyond securing the messages passed between applications, a service and subscription component must ensure that all messages are legitimate and from legitimate entities.

7.4.1.3 Data Storage and Streaming: Can I See This Stream or Access this Store?

While similar to the question for the service and subscription component, it is inherently different because of the semantics of the data being traded/addressed. Where a service might be able to authenticate or exchange keys for each message traded back and forth, the sheer volume traded by data streaming and storage infrastructure components require different access rights management. The data volume also mean that multiple consumers will probably be consuming the same data where the service and subscription data can be encrypted and tailored specifically for each caller.

7.4.1.4 Computation Sharing: Can I Run This Code Here?

Establishing trust between applications running a computation sharing infrastructure component is possibly the most critical in terms of security for ubiquitous computing. Here alone in the UbiqStack taxonomy is actual, possibly destructive, logic being
moved between applications. Secure computation sharing components must ensure that logic is verified for safety, and appropriately contained to prevent malicious code from causing destruction.

7.4.1.5 Context Management: Can I Know Where Someone Is?

The context management infrastructure component must provide security that is no longer specifically technical. With the UbiqStack concepts in mind, we expect an application to consult a secure context management resource only after finding it with a secure registration and discovery component and establishing a connection over a secure service and subscription infrastructure component. Here a technically secure connection has been established between querier and queried and what remains to be established is a socially secure connection. The context management UbiqStack component must again use common access control lists and public key server verify that personal and social facts are accessible.

7.4.2 Building Security

This discussion of security relies on the separation of each infrastructure component’s security concerns. Allowing each component to manage its own security will lead towards portable, extensible systems. The redundancy of security might also allow for better technical security. In a similar manner, modern wireless and web technologies use compartmentalized security to establish secure wireless communication (via WEP or other) before establishing a secure application layer SSL channel to perform what would finally be called a secure credit card transaction [89]. Here the SSL communication channel secures the application layer communication while the WEP encryption secures network packet transmission. The two security apparati are unaware of each other, but as each does its best to secure the communication, the system is more resilient.

With UbiqStack component category security, we first expect a device to establish
some secure network connection. With network connection in place, the device would proceed to authenticate to registration and discovery peers where self-registration and peer discovery would occur. After discovering an interesting multimedia stream, the device would authenticate to the owner/carrier of the multimedia stream before the stream would be accessible. Through compartmentalizing security within each UbiqStack component, secure applications can be built on secure infrastructure components.

### 7.5 UbiqStack Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a comprehensive UbiComp middleware taxonomy, UbiqStack, to ease discussion and facilitate the process of building both ubiquitous middleware subsystems as well as ubiquitous applications. We also discussed where in UbiqStack existing middleware subsystems fit and how security questions are best addressed by each individual subsystem. In our experience, the sampling of industrial and academic experience and the combination of knowledge across groups allows better middleware construction and UbiqStack hopes to further these interactions through the creation of a common language for middleware discussion. We are not entirely sure about the feasibility of creating complex infrastructures by picking and choosing subsystems from each taxonomy category, but we look to examine it. Much research still to be done at the intersections of these UbiqStack categories to explain the gaps that exist and also to examine their interactions. Research can also be directed to survey entire UbiqStack middleware categories; learning from the state of the art and designing and building new class-complete infrastructures.

The focus of this thesis is primarily addressing Data Storage and Streaming, and Computation Sharing component in UbiqStack. DFuse provides common abstractions that facilitate data storage and streaming while hiding the complexities of distributed environment. Streamline and dynamic scheduling algorithms facilitate access
to shared resources and enable computation sharing.
CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

Developing Streaming applications is a challenging task because (i) These applications require access to heterogeneous resources from limited capability sensors to computationally powerful HPC resources; (ii) The applications have real-time quality of service requirements (such as bounds on latency and throughput); and (iii) the applications are distributed and present various issues (such as failure, buffer management, and synchronization) that are inherent in distributed programming. I propose that:

An intuitive programming abstraction will make it easier to build dynamic, distributed, and ubiquitous data streaming applications. Moreover, such an abstraction will enable an efficient allocation of shared and heterogeneous computational resources thereby making it easier for domain experts to build these applications.

This dissertation investigates novel middleware mechanisms in support of the above thesis. The contribution of this work is five fold.

First, I present a programming abstraction called, DFuse, that makes it easier to develop these fusion applications. DFuse embodies a detailed API for supporting fusion application processing. The fusion API in the DFuse architecture subsumes issues such as data synchronization and buffer management. Through micro-benchmark of the primitives provided by the fusion API, I demonstrate that DFuse API implementation has acceptable overhead. API overhead is further reduced when we take into account various optimizations (such as pre-fetching, partial fusion, and data caching) that are implemented in DFuse. DFuse Implementation is used to evaluate various role assignment heuristics in sensor network.
Second, I address the problem of allocating high performance computing resources while delivering the required quality of service to the application. I present a scheduling heuristic, called Streamline, that takes into account following parameters in its scheduling decision: (a) computation and communication requirements of the various stages of the dataflow graph, (b) any application-specified constraints, and (c) current resource (processing and bandwidth) availability. The performance of Streamline is compared with Optimal placement, Simulated Annealing (SA) approximations, and E-Condor - a streaming grid scheduler that uses Condor. Through extensive experiments, I show that Streamline performs close (within 1%) to Optimal and Simulated Annealing, and is better than E-Condor by nearly an order of magnitude when there is non-uniform CPU resource availability, and by a factor of four when there is non-uniform bandwidth availability. Through scalability studies I show that Streamline is more effective than E-Condor in handling large dataflow graphs, and performs close to Simulated Annealing algorithms, with much smaller (by a factor of 1000) scheduling overhead. E-Condor is not aware of the computation and communication requirements of the dataflow graph and therefore performs much worse than Streamline. However, the results also demonstrate that Streamline’s performance is close to Optimal for both small and large dataflow graphs.

Third, I implement Streamline as a grid service and evaluate it in wide area environment using Planetlab. I demonstrate that Streamline can be implemented as a grid service facilitating the allocation of resources and launch of streaming applications from a high level specification. Further, the experiments on Planetlab use real resource availability information by contacting various other grid services configured on each machine. The experimental results confirm that schedule generated by Streamline is close to optimal placement (proxied by Simulated Annealing algorithm) under real workload in a shared wide area environment.

Fourth, I propose a dynamic scheduling algorithm to address the limitations of
the one time placement generated by Streamline. I design and implement a system infrastructure that uses the Streamline algorithm periodically to adapt the placement of the dataflow graph nodes on available resources. The infrastructure consists of a programming primitive that facilitates dataflow graph migration, periodic evaluation of streamline algorithm, and an architecture for failure handling. Through experiments using a compute bound kernel, I show that the periodic evaluation of the Streamline heuristic results in 3.5x better performance when compared with one time placement using Streamline under dynamic resource conditions.

Finally, using a case study of such data streaming and ubiquitous applications, I come up with a taxonomy of ubiquitous computing software stack called UbiqStack. UbiqStack consists of five complementary functionalities most commonly needed in ubiquitous applications. These functionalities include Registration and Discovery, Service and Subscription, Data Storage and Streaming, Computation Sharing and Context Management. While DFuse provides a common API for data storage and streaming, Streamline and dynamic scheduling address the need of computation sharing for data streaming applications. Through the lens of the UbiqStack taxonomy, we survey a variety of subsystems designed to be the building blocks using which sophisticated infrastructures for ubiquitous computing are assembled. UbiqStack provides a common framework using which future middleware for data streaming applications can be compared.

In summary, the Fusion Channel programming abstraction makes it easier for domain experts to develop data streaming applications. An application only needs to specify the input and output connections to a channel, and the fusion function. The subsystems developed in this dissertation take care of instantiating an application, allocating resources for the application (via scheduling heuristics) and dynamically managing the resources (via dynamic scheduling). Through performance evaluation, I demonstrate that the resources are allocated efficiently to optimize the throughput.
and latency constraints of an application. I have established the thesis through extensive micro measurements and scalability studies. In the next chapter I highlight some of the future work that remains as a follow up to this dissertation.
CHAPTER IX

FUTURE WORK

Several interesting directions for further research became apparent during the course of this work. This chapter gives an overview of such potential future research directions.

9.1 Programming Abstraction

A uniform programming abstraction makes it easier for domain experts to build streaming applications without worrying about the complexities of distributed programming. DFuse APIs take a step in that direction by providing the fusion channel abstraction. However, the fusion channel abstraction can be extended in following ways.

9.1.1 Multiple Streaming Applications

DFuse APIs and experiments have primarily focused on specification of a single dataflow graph. Because of many different use cases for video and audio stream analysis, multiple dataflow graphs may need to be instantiated and sustained on heterogeneous resources. For example, a video-based surveillance application may use a Face Detection fusion module to identify a suspicious person. A Social Computing application may use the same Face Detection fusion module to identify the location of a friend. The nodes of the dataflow graph for different applications may be shared to eliminate duplicate computations and to provide better quality of service to the applications.
It is possible to instantiate multiple data streaming applications using fusion channel abstraction. It is also possible to share computations and data across multiple applications using the fusion channel abstraction developed as part of my work. However, it puts the onus on the domain expert to know about all the applications currently available in the environment as well as leverage existing fusion channels wherever possible. It is difficult for a domain expert to have complete knowledge of the computing environment. Also it is very difficult, if not impossible, for a person to make an optimal decision across multiple applications. Moreover, the optimal decision would change as new fusion applications are instantiated or removed from the system. Therefore, there is an opportunity to extend the DFuse abstraction to make it easier to instantiate multiple data streaming applications. Some of the problems that need to be addressed are: (i) Discovering existing fusion channels in the system; (ii) eliminating duplicate computation and resulting duplication in data across multiple applications; (iii) providing abstractions that make it easier to deploy multiple streaming application dataflow graphs from higher level specifications; and (iv) dynamic adjustment to the fusion channels as applications are added or removed from the system.

9.1.2 Dynamic Dataflow Graph

The dataflow graphs of streaming applications may change at run-time with fusion channels being added or removed from an application. For example, in a distributed surveillance application, face detection computation may need to be performed based on the result of a motion detection module. An application dataflow graph is specified statically in this work. As a possible extension, we need programming primitives that would allow fusion application dataflow graphs to be dynamically configured based on result of the computations being performed. Moreover, result from a fusion function may feed into upstream nodes in the dataflow graph thereby forming feedback loops.
DFuse APIs allow input and output nodes of a fusion channel to be changed at run-time. However, a domain expert needs to know when to adjust the application dataflow graph and how to reconfigure the application. Specification and instantiation of such dynamic dataflow graphs are challenging. The programming primitives have to be easy so that a domain expert can use it. At the same time, it has to be flexible enough so that the dataflow graph can be automatically reconfigured based on higher level requirements of the applications. Handling dynamic dataflow graph specification and deployment are avenues for future research.

9.1.3 Abstractions for Domain Experts

DFuse exposes the abstraction of fusion channels to a domain expert. The domain expert will need to specify inputs/outputs to a fusion channel and the fusion function. In recent years, the MapReduce [29] framework has become popular for processing large amount of data in a cluster. In the MapReduce framework, applications specify the input/output data locations and supply map and reduce functions. A map function maps input \{key, value\} pairs to a set of intermediate \{key, value\} pairs. Reduce function reduces the set of intermediate values which share a key to a smaller set of values. MapReduce framework is being used for offline batch processing of large amounts of data.

Although MapReduce framework cannot be used directly for streaming applications dataflow graph, there is a need for simple and powerful abstractions for streaming application specification. Perhaps streaming application dataflow graph can be specified as a series of map and reduce functions that need to be executed in sequence on each data stream. The underlying system can still use the functionalities provided by fusion channels, and leverage optimizations such as pre-fetching and partial fusion. Exploring this area further is another avenue for research.
9.2 Extensions to Resource Management

As part of this work, I presented a static scheduling algorithm called Streamline as well as a Distributed Scheduling algorithm for resource management of a streaming application. These contributions can be extended as follows.

9.2.1 Computation and Data Priority

The scheduling algorithms presented in this work allocate resources to different stages of a dataflow graph based on their computation and communication requirements. However, in a streaming application, all computations may not have equal priority. For example, in a video-based surveillance application, data coming from a particular region may have higher priority than the data coming from a region with no movement. The scheduling algorithms need to take into account the priority of the data for efficient allocation of resources.

9.2.2 Multiple Streaming Applications

As mentioned earlier, multiple data streaming applications may share a fusion point in order to efficiently monitor an environment. It is challenging to automatically discover the state of the system, and make optimization decisions taking into account requirements from different applications. In this work, I have considered only a single streaming application dataflow graph at a time. Considering multiple application dataflow graphs in the scheduling decisions is an avenue for future work.

9.2.3 Dynamic Scheduling

The dynamic scheduling algorithms presented in Chapter 6 were evaluated using synthetic workloads and without considering the overheads of stage migration. Facilitating stage migration automatically in a real deployment is a challenging task. The scheduling algorithms need to be extended to take into account the overhead of stage migration.
9.2.4 Deploying a Large Scale Streaming Application

The work done as part of this dissertation needs to be used in a real-world large scale data streaming application. The real world deployment would provide additional challenges and insights as the system scales to support more applications and data sources. Building and evaluating such large scale applications (similar to the ones described in Chapter 2) are fruitful future research directions.

9.3 Using Sensor Network and HPC Resources

The resource management system built as part of this work addresses the need for HPC resource management for data streaming applications. However, developing these applications requires access to a broad spectrum of resources from sensor nodes to HPC resources. Cloud computing virtualizes the resources so that domain experts do not need to worry about resource allocation when developing their applications. However, cloud computing, as we know it today, does not include sensing nodes but only includes compute and storage nodes. For facilitating streaming application development, a Cloud provider needs to efficiently allocate resources that are heterogeneous along multiple dimensions such as (i) CPU, memory, and network capabilities; (ii) power consumption; (iii) form factor; (iv) network connectivity; and (v) sensing modalities. Developing an intelligent infrastructure that automatically manages such diverse resources across multiple data streaming applications is a promising area for future research.
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